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Students at the Daytona Beach Campus assemble a new water purifying system for Project Haiti. Photo by Daryl LaBello.
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Whatever your connection to Embry-Riddle, you are part of something very special. We call it the ERA of U. This is your time to make a difference.

ERAU
This is your time. Make a Difference.
Embry-Riddle has always been defined by its passion for aviation and aerospace, but what many people may not fully appreciate is just how that passion translates into good things happening for people everywhere, regardless of their affiliation with the industry.

Take our cover story, for instance. For the past four years, an Embry-Riddle faculty and student team has used its considerable engineering skills to develop clean water technology for impoverished populations in Haiti. After reading about their great work in that economically challenged country, I think you’ll agree that the results of their efforts are truly inspiring.

I personally take great pride in Project Haiti, because it speaks volumes about our commitment to turn our passions for aviation, aerospace and technology into a positive force for good. As a technological university of the highest level, we have a responsibility to use our spirit of innovation and discovery to make the world a better place.

Thanks to your vision and support, that is exactly what we are doing. Your investment in our amazing students, faculty and programs fuels our ability to make good things happen—for people, for aviation and aerospace and for our larger global society.

This annual report describes the stories of just a few of the lives you’ve transformed over the past year with your generosity. For every story here, there are still more who are living their dreams because of your willingness to make a difference in the lives of others.

I want to thank you personally for investing in Embry-Riddle and its students. We recognize that all the good we do in the world would not be possible, if not for the generosity of the many names listed in this Annual Report on Philanthropy.

On behalf of the entire university family, I thank you for your vision, your enthusiasm and your support.

With sincere appreciation,

Daryl LaBello

John P. Johnson, Ph.D.
President and CEO
Since joining Embry-Riddle seven years ago, I never cease to be amazed at how creative and determined our university is at educating future leaders and making a difference. Working for 10 years in the legal and wealth management industries, helping people, corporations, and foundations realize their financial goals, prepared me for my role at Embry-Riddle: transforming passions into purpose-filled missions.

These passions run the gamut. There are students who long to work in the space program, others who desire a career on Wall Street, and those who want an office in the sky. And, there are the faculty, staff and friends of the university whose passion is to support these aspirations—and create a legacy of learning for generations to come. Embry-Riddle is truly an amazing place where the extraordinary happens every day.

The purpose-filled mission of our university is exemplified by programs such as Project Haiti. Here, students not only design a solar-powered water purification system to provide clean drinking water, they build and install it as well. This past year the project received its first grant from Procter & Gamble, in addition to individual contributions. Without the generosity of our supporters, Project Haiti would not be a reality.

Support takes many forms at Embry-Riddle. Members of the Citation Jet Pilots Association understand the challenges our students face in achieving an education and careers as aviators. They not only help financially by providing scholarships, they also offer invaluable mentoring opportunities for students.

David O’Maley, chairman emeritus of the Ohio National Life Insurance Company and member of the Embry-Riddle Board of Trustees, and his wife, Karen, also recognize the need for scholarships. Paying forward the faith a near stranger placed in David, when he needed financial assistance to pursue an education, the couple created the O’Maley Family Endowed Scholarship at Embry-Riddle.

Planned gifts are an important avenue of support, as well. Devoted friend of the university, L. Gale Lemerand, established a $1 million estate gift to support high-achieving female students, strengthen student athletics programs and ensure a permanent fund for the university’s greatest needs.

The parents of our students also support the university’s mission with their time and resources. Take John and Lynn Thelan, for example. The Thelans, who were inspired by their son Chris’ experience at the Prescott Campus, provided the funds to purchase a kit airplane for Prescott’s Eagle Aero Sport club.

The names listed on these pages share in our mission to build the legacy of Embry-Riddle, educate strong leaders and make a difference in our world. Your support is essential and makes our great university even better. Thank you for your generosity. If I can help in any way, please feel free to email me at christopher.lambert@erau.edu.

Sincerely,

Christopher Lambert, J.D.
Senior Executive Director of Development
In fiscal year 2014, Embry-Riddle raised $7,935,647 in support of students, faculty, program and facilities.

With the cost of higher education an ongoing concern, donors continued to direct their giving to scholarships and fellowships, with nearly $5.4 million dedicated to attracting and retaining the best students.

While the majority of contributions went to scholarship support, more donors also chose to broaden their support in other areas strategic to the growth and success of the university. Donors contributed more in four out of five philanthropy categories than in the previous year, indicating a growing interest in the university’s ongoing focus to expand its educational program and research capabilities.

The university’s endowment closed the year at approximately $108 million, yielding a 17.7% return, which compared favorably to a 16.7% benchmark return.
“Every day I think about how lucky I am to pursue my dreams.”

- Yann Bosch
Senior Yann Bosch is the inaugural recipient of the CJP Bob Hoover Presidential Scholarship

Traveling regularly as a child to visit family in France, Yann Bosch developed a love of flying early on. “I was 8 when a pilot first invited me into the cockpit somewhere over the Atlantic,” says the aeronautical science student at Embry-Riddle’s Daytona Beach Campus. “I was always interested in aviation.”

Bosch could not have imagined then that his passion for aviation would lead to his being named the inaugural recipient of the $25,000 Citation Jet Pilots (CJP) Owner Pilot Association Bob Hoover Presidential Scholarship.

Based in Enterprise, Fla., CJP is the only member organization dedicated to the ownership and operation of the Cessna Citation family of jets.

“It’s incredible—not just receiving such a scholarship but being the first recipient,” says Bosch. An honors student who worked part-time as a waiter to help pay for his flight costs, Bosch is grateful for the tremendous financial help and for his new connection with CJP.

“The association was looking for a scholarship recipient who would not only receive financial benefit but embrace all the organization had to offer, in terms of networking with members and leadership opportunities,” says Tracy Forrest, past chairman, current treasurer and a founding member of CJP.

The annual scholarship, dedicated to Hoover’s legacy as an aviation hero, is the first to be established by CJP at Embry-Riddle. Embry-Riddle was also selected earlier this year to become the home of The Bob Hoover Hall of Honor, a permanent display that will showcase Hoover’s world-renowned career as a test pilot, air show innovator, mentor, World War II combat aviator and prisoner of war.

“CJP is dedicated to mentoring the recipient of this scholarship and working to open doors of opportunity to shape their future,” Forrest says.

For Bosch, who aspires to become a corporate pilot, it’s been the opportunity of a lifetime. He even had the privilege of personally meeting Hoover earlier this year at a tribute event held in Los Angeles for the renowned aviator.

“Every day I think about how lucky I am to pursue my dreams,” he says.
Entrepreneur L. Gale Lemerand gives $1 million planned gift to support university

The middle child of two factory workers in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, L. Gale Lemerand never had the chance to attend college, except for taking a few night classes at a community college. “I missed the university opportunity and I realized how much I missed,” says the Daytona Beach, Fla., entrepreneur and philanthropist.

But he doesn’t want other young people to miss out. That’s why Lemerand recently made a $1 million planned gift to Embry-Riddle that will support academic and athletic scholarships and the university’s greatest needs. “I’ve watched the university grow and I have a lot of respect for Dr. Johnson,” says Lemerand, who is also a former member of the Embry-Riddle Board of Trustees.

An avid sports fan, he specifically directed part of his gift toward Embry-Riddle’s athletics program to show his support for Steve Ridder, the Eagles men’s basketball coach and former athletic director, who recently became a special assistant to the president to pave the program’s path toward NCAA-Division II membership.

The planned gift is the latest in a series of generous contributions to the university over the years. The L. Gale Lemerand Auditorium in the Willie Miller Instructional Center on Embry-Riddle’s Daytona Beach Campus is named in his honor.

“I think you need to give back if you’ve been fortunate enough to make it,” Lemerand says.

Success didn’t come easy. Lemerand grew up in a house without indoor plumbing and spent four years in the U.S. Air Force, including serving in the Korean War. As a young man, he worked a series of jobs, including selling Fuller brushes door-to-door. “Things were really rough growing up,” he says. “I didn’t have any mentors.”

At age 40, Lemerand bought out his partner at Williams Insulation in Chicago and renamed the business Gale Industries. He expanded the company nationally and sold it in 1995 to Masco Corporation, where he remained as president until retiring in 2000. He also has ownership in more than 30 restaurants in Florida, including Stonewood Grill & Tavern, Peach Valley Café, Houligan’s and Pie 5 Pizza Company.

“I see nothing but good things for the area, and I see Embry-Riddle leading the way,” Lemerand says.
"I like what Embry-Riddle is doing and has done for the community. I think it's a great institution."

— L. Gale Lemerand
David and Karen O’Maley pass on a spirit of generosity

It was a near stranger who helped David O’Maley finance his dream of becoming a commercial airline pilot in the 1960s. Today, a member of Embry-Riddle’s Board of Trustees, and chairman emeritus and retired president and CEO of the Ohio National Life Insurance Company, David and his wife, Karen, are returning the favor by supporting scholarships for students working to achieve their educational and career goals.

David’s onetime benefactor, Norm Tener, was just a loose acquaintance when he took an interest in David’s education and helped start him on the path to success. “He asked me one day what I wanted to do and I said I wanted to fly for the airlines,” David recalls. Two or three conversations later, and Norm asked him to meet him at a local bank. “He had arranged financing for me to get my commercial license and instrument rating,” he says. David eventually paid the loan off, but he always remembered the generous gesture, and the difference Norm made in his life.

“His one charge to me was that someday, when I was able, that I do something similar to help other young people further their education. That conversation and that obligation that he sort of passed on to me have not been forgotten,” David says.

Making good on that promise, in 2014 the couple created the O’Maley Family Endowed Scholarship for Embry-Riddle business students at the Daytona Beach Campus. They have supported scholarships at other universities in the past, as well.

“We’re big believers in higher education and the long term benefits of a college education,” Karen says. “Supporting scholarships has just become a natural outflow of how we’ve operated for quite some time.”

The O’Maley’s are also joint founders of the Tri-State Warbird Museum in Batavia, Ohio. Together they helped raise $14 million to create and sustain the museum, which opened in 2004.

David, who later earned his Airline Transport Pilot certificate, as well as airframe and powerplant ratings, ended up making aviation his avocation and pursued insurance as a vocation. He credits Norm for getting him on the right track. “You kind of say to yourself, ‘Gee, if this domino hadn’t fallen in this particular way, what would life have been like?’” One thing is certain: David and Karen are dedicated to making a difference in the lives of young people – just as a stranger once did for David.
“Embry-Riddle combines all the things David loves: airplanes, flying, business, dedication, and the opportunity to help some other young person hopefully attain whatever their life goals are.”

Karen O’Malley
"It is a tremendous feeling knowing that the work we do truly changes the way people live day to day."

— Yung Wong
Young Wong (‘12, ’14, DB) came to Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University to earn his master’s degree in mechanical engineering, but he found his life forever transformed after becoming involved with Project Haiti, a student-run program that designs, builds and installs solar-powered water purification systems in the island nation.

"While leading Project Haiti through my undergraduate and graduate studies at Embry-Riddle, I saw the impact that engineering can have on bettering the lives of people," Wong says. "It steered me toward the water industry as a career."

In fact, Wong recently co-founded with fellow alumnus, Shavin Pinto (‘13, DB), a startup water purification company, AquaSolve Ventures, LLC, to ultimately spread the work to other countries around the world.

Through Project Haiti, Embry-Riddle students discover the incredible influence their engineering skills provide for directly helping some of the poorest people in the Western Hemisphere, says Marc Compere, associate professor of mechanical engineering and faculty adviser for Project Haiti.

The benefits for students and society make it a win-win value proposition, and individuals and corporations are finding Project Haiti a sound investment for their philanthropic dollars. Case in point: this past year, Procter and Gamble (P&G) contributed a $10,000 P&G Higher Education Grant toward the project.

Rebecca Jetter, senior recruiting specialist for the P&G Higher Education Grant Program, says the company was proud to support such a unique, experiential opportunity for students. "Emory-Riddle is creating a learning environment that encourages and enhances innovation and
creativity by challenging its students to design a sustainable and cost-effective way to purify water,” says Jetter. “This is an important investment that we hope benefits students for years to come.”

Compere says the P&G grant was immensely helpful, and combined with individual donations and support from the university, it paid for most of the project’s costs this year. “P&G’s partnership was critical,” he says.

CRISIS RESPONSE
Rocked by the impact of a 7.0 magnitude earthquake and the humanitarian crisis it spawned in Haiti in January 2010, Compere looked beyond the devastation and saw a learning opportunity for students that would also benefit the Haitian people. Project Haiti allows the students to put their engineering skills to work to solve real-world problems, while experiencing the intrinsic reward of helping others at the same time, Compere says. Since 2010, student and faculty members of Project Haiti have designed and installed five different solar-powered water purification systems in different Haitian communities.

Maj Mirmirani, dean of Embry-Riddle’s College of Engineering, immediately embraced the idea. “Project Haiti exemplifies the college’s commitment to teaching from a global perspective, as well as promoting and instilling strong values, such as social responsibility and service in our graduates,” he says.

“We are more than high-tech – we are high-touch,” echoes John P. Johnson, president and CEO of Embry-Riddle and an avid Project Haiti supporter. “To see our students apply their technological expertise to such a compelling problem – and to do so with such dedication to improving the condition of these people – speaks volumes.”

A HAND UP
During the most recent trip to Haiti, in May 2014, 11 graduate and undergraduate students and several faculty volunteers installed a solar-powered water purifier that can provide up to 6,000 gallons of drinking water per day for the Dayspring Missions orphanage in the Croix des
Bouquets area, a suburb of Port-Au-Prince. And, that's not all.

"On this trip, we went beyond just installing the water purifier to delivering a product ready for sale," Compere says.

The water purification system eliminates the need for Dayspring Orphanage to purchase bottled water and provides a future revenue stream. The orphanage plans to sell 5 gallon bottles of water to the surrounding communities to generate income for the nonprofit and cover filter replacement costs and maintenance on the water system.

"We set up a microbusiness for the second time, which included marketing and branding of the product," Compere says. "Last year we launched our first microbusiness, but this year’s effort is our best yet to launch a water selling enterprise to provide jobs, income, and improve community health."

Embry-Riddle students also offered water, sanitation and hygiene training to children and adults at three neighborhood locations.

**LEARNING OUTSIDE THE BOX**

From an educational standpoint, Project Haiti teaches Embry-Riddle students how to be more effective problem solvers and gives them real-life experiences that they can't get in the classroom. "During our installation trip to Haiti, they learn how to think on their feet and be innovative and creative, while facing cultural and logistic challenges in a developing country," explains Compere. “It allows us to grow these young people into the next generation of leaders.”

For undergraduate student Zahra Khan, Project Haiti is one of the things that attracted her to enroll at Embry-Riddle. After becoming more involved with the project she switched her major to mechanical engineering. "Project Haiti is different than other projects, in that it’s a concrete way to make a difference in a humanitarian effort," Khan says. “The more involved in Project Haiti I become, the more the project has an impact on me.”

Kyle Fennesy, an undergraduate student who has participated in Project Haiti for the past three years, says it opened his eyes to the value of water and its deep ties to a community’s health, education and economy.

“We have received reports that our water has been the source of alleviating a fever that broke out across an entire village — that is the kind of news that makes you want to cry and smile all at once,” he says.
John and Lynne Thelan watched their son, Chris (‘11, PC), develop hands-on building skills, beginning with Lego and K’nex toys, right along with a love for aviation. Chris started taking flying lessons at age 13, and in 2004, John flew with his son to the largest annual gathering of aviation enthusiasts in America, EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, Wis. “We were walking among thousands of aircraft, a lot of them home built,” John recalls. “I told him, ‘You know, we could do this.”’

Before long, Chris was elbow-deep into a Van’s Aircraft RV-8A kit plane, developing mechanical aptitude and fabrication skills with help from his father and Wally Anderson, the owner of Synergy Air. Anderson’s company builds planes from these kits and offers courses to help new builders along. Chris was a licensed pilot when it was done, so he took it on its maiden flight. Later, he built a Lockwood AirCam kit on his own — a twin-engine pusher-prop tail-dragger — while attending Embry-Riddle. Chris enjoyed the hobby so much that he now works for Synergy Air, building Van’s RV-12s.

Their son’s experience inspired John, who is a senior vice president at Costco Wholesale, and Lynne to donate the funds to purchase an RV-12 kit for the Prescott Campus. “To pick up tools, use your hands and build something is becoming a lost art. From an independence and self-confidence perspective, it’s very important,” says John, who donates his time to Embry-Riddle as a member of the Prescott Campus Board of Visitors.

Prescott’s newly formed Eagle Aero Sport club will construct the kit plane. Club membership will be limited to about 30 students, and the project will be overseen by veteran students with experience as airframe and power plant technicians. Prescott’s RV-12 will double as an engineering aircraft, as well. The club will install load cell sensors to determine its stress points, sharing the data with students involved in other aircraft projects.

“The students who participate will get a lot out of it,” Lynne says. “There’s a tremendous amount of concentration involved, and it’s a great feeling to see something you built go up in the air. It can be a life-changing event.”
“It’s very fulfilling to me to enable a group of students to participate in the creation of a plane, which will help build their self-confidence and a can-do attitude.”

— John Thelan
Richard ('86, DB) and Denise Nisbett build community through support of athletics programs

Richard ('86, DB) and Denise Nisbett are competitors. Denise is a seven-time marathon runner and Richard is a former jet ski racer and triathlete. He raced cars in the Sports Car Club of America, and in 1995 he was a co-driver in the 24 hour race at the Daytona Speedway. “We started dead last and ended up 21st overall, and I think 10th in class,” Richard says.

Dealer and principal co-owner of Daytona Mitsubishi/Kia in Daytona Beach, Fla., today Richard competes against area dealerships. He and Denise are also die-hard supporters of Embry-Riddle Athletics and Eagles Basketball Coach Steve Ridder. It was Steve who reached out to Richard seven years after he completed his bachelor’s degree in aviation maintenance science to reconnect him with his alma mater.

“Somehow he had put together that I was dating Richard and he knew that he had the car dealership,” says Denise, who was an Embry-Riddle employee at the time. “Coach said it would be a great fit for what we were trying to do with athletics sponsorships.” His foresight proved correct. Richard agreed to partner with Embry-Riddle Athletics, and in 2005, he and Denise helped organize and sponsor the inaugural Blue & Gold gala fundraising event. In 2014 Blue & Gold marked its 10th anniversary and the dealership and the Nisbetts celebrated their 10th year as title sponsor. The gala has netted more than $1.2 million over the past 10 years for athletics scholarships and programs, and celebrated its largest attendance ever this past year.

“What it’s morphed into is just beyond expectations,” says Denise, who volunteers on the gala planning committee. But the Nisbett’s support goes far beyond the gala. Each year they meet with Coach Ridder to discuss his needs for the program and come up with a plan to help.

The ongoing sponsorship is due in part to the high caliber of the athletics program, Richard says. “Our student athletes learn so much more than their sport, they learn life lessons and character,” Denise adds.

For Richard, who worked through school selling books and vacuums door to door, before becoming a car salesman his senior year, it’s also an opportunity to participate in campus life – something that barely existed on the Daytona Beach Campus then. “[In the 1980s] there were no athletic facilities. There wasn’t even a residence hall; the basketball team played at a local middle school,” he says. “It’s completely changed from when I went here. To be a part of continuing and supporting that growth is pretty exciting.”
“We want to make a difference in young people’s lives in some small way. I feel like indirectly we’re doing that when we support athletics.”

Richard Nisbett
Bryce Milnes is all about firsts, especially when they create positive change. As an aerospace engineer, he’s in the right field for doing just that. “Engineers fix problems, but they’re also on the forefront of bringing humans up and taking the human race farther,” he says.

The idea of helping others has been a guiding precept for Milnes since his youth. His adoptive parents’ first child, at just 3 days old he flew from Texas to his new home in Washington State. The family moved to Newbury Park, Calif., when Milnes was 5. It was there that his love of service was cultivated. As a Boy Scout and later on his own, he volunteered at a local homeless shelter, cooking and serving hot meals. A leader in his church’s youth group, in high school he spent spring breaks on mission trips to Mexico.

“I always like to do the best that I can to make sure that I’m making a difference. There’s few better ways to do it and see positive results than service; and I think that’s why it’s so important to me,” Milnes says.

Upon arriving at Embry-Riddle’s Prescott Campus, he immediately sought volunteer opportunities there, too. Last year, Milnes became the first vice president of the campus’s charter chapter of the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers. Overseeing community outreach, he organized a tutoring service for local veterans struggling with college courses, and coordinated student volunteers to assist a group of native Spanish speakers successfully complete their GED diplomas.

“We’d watch the people’s kids while they were in class, help them with their math homework or just serve as conversation partners to help them improve their English speaking skills,” he says.

Despite his volunteer contributions, Milnes says he was surprised when he was named the Edward W. Stimpson Presidential Leadership Scholarship recipient for 2014-2016. Created by Dottie Stimpson, in honor of her late-husband, a 26-year member of the Embry-Riddle Board of Trustees, longtime president of the General Aviation Manufacturers Association and U.S. Ambassador for the Council of International Civil Aviation Organization, the scholarship supports students who demonstrate a record of leadership and service at the university and in the community.

“All of the service that I’ve done, I never did it thinking that I would get anything in return from it. I just did it because I love to do it,” Milnes says. “It’s really humbling that someone was impressed by the way I am as a person to give me a scholarship.”
“Personally, I just feel good when I help other people because when you help one person, you make the world a better place.”

Bryce Milnes
Through their support and enthusiasm for the Embry-Riddle mission and their passion for philanthropy to the university, members of the Leadership Gift Societies continue to build the legacy that is Embry-Riddle. The Leadership Gift Societies recognize the generosity of these donors.

The Jack R. Hunt Society
Named for Embry-Riddle’s first president, the Jack R. Hunt Society honors donors whose lifetime and/or planned gifts to the university total $1 million or more.

The John Paul Riddle Society
Honoring a founder of the university, the John Paul Riddle Society recognizes donors who make lifetime and/or planned contributions totaling at least $500,000.

The T. Higbee Embry Society
Named for John Paul Riddle’s entrepreneurial partner, the T. Higbee Embry Society recognizes donors with lifetime and/or planned gifts of $100,000 or more.

The Legacy Society
Recognizing donors who include Embry-Riddle in their estates, the Legacy Society supports multiple generations of aerospace/aviation leaders.
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Benjamin (82, DB) and Signe Canfield
Richard (87, WW) and Debra Cargo
Robert and Bobbi Coleman
Allen Colfry (66, DB)
James and Beverly Cone
Robert and Jennifer Crouch
David* and Margarette Cummock
Gary (HonDoc ’69)* and Else Cunningham
Teresa Delafosse
De Rhoads Dolan
George Ererrick
Charles* and Karen Ford
James (92, ’96, DB) and Suellen Gallogly
Samuel Goldman*

Dan and Kelly Montplaisir
D. Keith (95, ’97, WW) and Alice Mosing
Emily and Thomas Nissley
Leon Noe
William* and Dixie O’Connor
John and Ann* Olsen
C. David (74, DB) and Carol Owens
Robert Oxley
Nancy Pettit (74, DB)
William Pitts (80, MC)
Deborah Lee Prescott
Walter Prettyman (75, DB)
Giorgio and Portia Rey
Charles and Joan Richardson
David and Andrea Robertson
Fred (68, DB) and Julie Robinson
Robert Rockett
Nancy Samp
Christine and Louis (H ’07, DB) Seno

“Tuskegee Airmen Foundation Scholarship”

“This scholarship has helped me greatly as I continue to climb the ladder to success. Thanks to your generosity, that success is finally within my grasp.”

- Melchonie Jay Lewis Jr., recipient of the Richard H. Merlin Endowed Scholarship and Tuskegee Airmen Foundation Scholarship

Dave and Nancy Gonnion
David Gordon (80, DB; ’81, WW)
Charles (75, DB) and Liz Graf
Nancy Graham
William Haas*
I.V. and Loma Hamilton
Glenn and Margie Harmon
Cecile Hatfield
George (78, WW) and June Hill Louis* and Dava Hoffman
Mori (HonDoc ’13; ’78, ’97, ’82, DB) and Forough (85, DB)
Hosseini Constance Hunter*
James (75, DB) and Lori Hunter
John Hurley
Charles and Marion* Johnson
Sharon Jones (84, PC)
Ronald and Carolyn Kerlin
Jesse King and Tanya Wise King
Roger Koch
James Kolbe
Kenneth* and Mary Lamalie
L. Gale Lemender
Robert* and Virginia* Lyall
Betty MacDonald
William March (81, WW)*
George and Karen McCown
Robert McKay*
Roy and Mary Miller

Nancy Shiver-foret
Raymond and Frances Sigafoos
Mary Spence*
Nick and Joan Spiroff
Raymond (75, DB) and Wendy Springsteen
William (HonDoc ’87)* and Eunice* Spruance
Thomas* and Barbara Staed
Betty Stern
Edward (HonDoc ’74)* and Dorothy Stimpson
Raymond Stratton (78, DB)
James and Marilyn Subach
Maurice* and Dorothy* Taylor
Dianne (81, DB) and Raymond Thompson
Harvey Thompson*
Carlos Villa (10, WW)
Peter (69, DB) and Linda Vosbury
Charles Vouaux*
Ann Weaver*
Alexander and Mary Wells
Jody (91, PC; ’05, WW) and Daniel Wichman
Fred* and Alice Wills
Kevin Wisneski (98, DB)
Phillip Woodruff (71, DB)
James (80, DB) and Karen Zeiler

*Deceased
### CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

#### PLATINUM EAGLES
**$10,000 AND ABOVE**
- ABSCO Metal Fabricators
- ACSS
- Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
- AssuredPartners
- Berlin Airlift Veterans Association
- Brown & Brown Insurance
- Brown & Brown of Florida
- Citation Jet Pilots
- Cobham Aerospace
- Communications
- Costco Wholesale
- Cove Partners
- CrossFit
- Dassault Falcon Jet Corporation
- Daytona Mitsubishi / Kia
- Edward T. Bedford Foundation
- Emil Buehler Perpetual Trust
- Florida Power & Light
- Frasca International
- Intersect Construction
- J. W. Kieckhefer Foundation
- Lockheed Martin Aeronautics
- Lockheed Martin Corporation
- Louisiana Steam Equipment Company
- Midway Aircraft Instrument Corporation
- Neubert Aero Corporation
- Northrop Grumman Corporation
- O'Maley Family Foundation
- Paul B. Hunter & Constance D. Hunter Charitable Foundation
- Pinnacle Aircraft Parts
- Procter & Gamble Company
- Racing & Recreational Facilities District
- Raymond James Charitable Endowment Fund
- Robertson Research Group
- Rockwell Collins
- Smith Family Foundation
- State of Florida
- Textron Aviation
- The D'Agostino Family Charitable Fund
- The Pepsi Bottling Group
- Tom Davis Fund
- WFF Facility Services

#### SILVER EAGLES
**$2,500 TO $4,999**
- Aero Design Services
- Austin Outdoor
- Boeing Company Charitable Trust
- Command Medical Products
- Credit Union West
- Eastern Aviation Fuels
- Encore Owners Club
- Flight Support Services
- Florida Health Care Plans
- Florida Hospital Memorial Medical Center
- Florida Independent College Fund
- Garmin International
- Halifax Paving
- Houston PAMA
- Kalin Home Furnishings
- Ladies Professional Golf Association
- Matt Chapman Airshows
- National Center for Women & Information
- Odyssey Travel
- Rider Jet Center
- Sodexo & Affiliates
- Southeast Automotive Management
- Tom Cook Jeweler
- Women in Aviation

#### BRONZE EAGLES
**$500 TO $2,499**
- A Friends' Foundation Trust
- A.M. Weigel Construction
- Achievia Direct
- Aeroracers
- Aviation Advisors
- Bahama House
- Bank of America
- Benedict Advertising & Marketing
- BlueWaterPress
- Bright House Networks
- Brunswick Commercial & Government Products
- Campaign Sports
- Capt. James Ormond Chapter D.A.R.
- Cardinal Systems
- Carl W. Lentz III, M.D.
- Carter Electric Company
- Chick-fil-A at International Speedway
- Chick-fil-A of Port Orange
- Cobb & Cole
- Coleman Goodoemte
- Construction Company
- Consolidated-Tomoka Land Company
- Copper State Fire Protection
- Crofty & Bartlett
- Daytona Beach Symphony Society
- Daytona Hyundai
- Daytona State College
- DCG Capital Group
- DuvaSawko
- Else Medical Spas
- Elite Therapeutics Body & Skin Care
- Encore Stone Products
- ERAU Student Alumni Ambassadors
- Fields Motorcars Orlando
- Florida Airports Council Education Foundation
- Giles Electric Company
- Harvey M. Thompson Trust
- Hayworth Public Relations
- Hilton Daytona Beach Oceanfront Resort
- Homewood Suites Daytona
- Hosseini Family Foundation
- IDEC Corporation
- JD Weber Construction
- Jet Aviation Holdings
- Jimmy John's Johnson Agency
- Jon Hall Chevrolet
- Leo A. Daly
- LMEPAC
- Locke Well & Pump Company
- Loews Hotels
- Lohman Offices
- Melvin D. Stack
- Molto Bella Boutique
- Murphy International Development Corporation
- NASCAR
- Oakand University
- Oliviari & Associates
- Ormond Beach Dermatology
- Parker Mynchenberg & Associates
- Parks Dermatology Center
- Pepin Realty
- PGA Tour
- Plantation on Crystal River
- Polsit & Matovina
- Prescott Airport Users Association
- Prosser
- Protean Design Group
- R & R Industries
- Raceway Foods Corporation
- Radiology Imaging Associates
- Residence Inn by Marriott
- Ritchey Cadillac Buick GMC Subaru
- Ritchey Properties
- RK Solution Enterprises
- Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors
- Rotary District 6970
- SeaWorld Orlando
- ERAU Daytona Beach Senior Class Council Club
- Southwest Airlines
- Staed Family Associates
- Stonewood Grill & Tavern
- Structural Design & Analysis
- Sunup Rotary Foundation
- The Bogdahn Group
- The Jackson Community College Foundation
- The Rorer Foundation
- Universal Helicopters
- Upchurch Watson White & Max
- Valley Forge Tape & Label Company
- Viqua
- Volusia Flagler Family YMCA
- WIN Family Services
- Zyxogen

#### GOLD EAGLES
**$5,000 TO $9,999**
- AAI Corporation
- AMG 2
- Association for Unmanned Systems International Foundation
- Braniff Silver Eagles Charitable Fund
- Combined Federal Campaign
- Daytona International Speedway
- Edmond F. Ducommun Foundation
- Gen. William W. Spruance Foundation
- Halifax Health
- Lutheran Community Foundation
- State of Arizona
- Teledyne Oil and Gas
- The Miami Foundation
- The Wings Club
- Wells Fargo Bank

#### EAGLES
**UP TO $499**
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- Amazing Dog Salon
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
- A Crafty Art
- Action Graphics
- Adornments
- Affinity RV
- Aimee's Hallmark
- Alpha-Omega Training & Compliance
- Amaris Salon & Day Spa
- Amazing Dog Salon
- American Association Feline
Because of donors like you, students like me are given opportunities we would have never imagined!

- Gabrielle Hoekstra, recipient of The Edward P. and Olvena A. Yackel Endowed Scholarship in Aeronautical Science
ALUMNI

Daytona Beach

PLATINUM EAGLES
$10,000 AND ABOVE

Damon (94) and Debra D’Agostino
Michael Fehlinger (14)
Forough (85) and Morl (HonDoc 13; 78, 79, 82) Hosseini C. Jeffrey (80) and Katherine Knittel
Joseph (74) and Catherine Martin Richard (86) and Denise Nisbett Zane (91) and Allyson Rowe
Nicole (97) and Christopher Stott

GOLD EAGLES
$5,000 TO $9,999

Rebecca Posoli-Cilli (90)
William Spruance (69)

SILVER EAGLES
$2,500 TO $4,999

William (84, ’88) and Renee Kingsley
Geoffrey (87) and Lisa Murray
William (80) and Antonietta Rathmanner
Benjamin Rider (02)
Raymond Stratton (78)
Ashley Tanner (08)
Linda Titus (79)

BRONZE EAGLES
$500 TO $2,499

John Amore (’73)
Kelly Baker (89) and William Pimbble (79)
Luc (82; ’89, PC) and Nanci Bausch (90, PC)
Aaron (00) and Angelina Blass
Howard (80) and Susan Blower
Andrew (97, ’00) and Melissa Broom
Austin (99) and Katie (04) Brownlee
James (90, ’00) and Diane Buckalew
Thomas Carpenter (04)
Mario Costa (84) and Mary McKeown-Costa (86)
Manuel Cruz (10)
Cheryl (96) and James Cunningham
Laurie (82) and James DeGarmo
William Dollaway (78)
Barry (70) and Sharon Eller
Ralph Erb (81)
Howard (78) and Sharlene Fox
Michael (91) and Tracy Friese
Edward (73) and Phyllann Fusco
Daniel Gizi (08)
Glenn Greiner (81, ’90) and Paulita Kundid
Kim Habermann (78)
Mohammed (95, ’97) and Faten Hakam
Steven (78) and Denise Hampton
William Hampton (98, ’01)
Charles (86; ’11, W W) and Melissa Hornig
Geoffrey (86) and Shanda Hunt
Christine (82, ’89) and Garrett (87) Isom
Emily Jacobson (14)
Kirk Knight (74)
Brad Kost (89)
Natalie Kreeger (99)
Thomas Labrecque (87)
Jamail Larkins (07)
Alford Laws (87)
Morris (85) and Judy Little
Ed (89) and Elizabeth Lohr
Patrick (86) and Mary McCarthy
Michael McGraw (06, ’09)
Peter Mody (79)
Paul Noble (84)
Matthew Nowacki (12)
Gustavo (79) and Leslie Ordonez
Samir (99) and Deesha Patel
Joyce (81) and Michael (86)
Pepin
Kirk (71) and Marcia Price
Michael Pyle (06)
Allen (75) and Valerie Qualey
Douglas (95) and Michele Ross
Shelley Rosssl (94)
Ryan (02) and Brooke (04)
Rothrock
John (79, ’80) and LeeAnn Sabel
Michael (04) and Heather (04)
Samp
Jose Santiago (87)
Andrew (85) and Clarice Schmidt
Joni (92, ’93) and Daniel (94)
Schultz
Heidi Steinhauer (94, ’03) and Raul Rumbaut (86, ’03)
Joseph Tinsley (04)
Ana Veqega (80) and Richard Crofton-Sleigh
Jeffrey (83) and Elizabeth Williams
Michael (83, 85, ’88) and Laurie Williams
Clarkson (70) and Becky Wommer

EAGLES
UP TO $499

Tassos (90) and Rose Abadiotakis
Alexis (00) and Cindy Acosta
Mark (88) and Susan Acton
Anita Adams (10)
Michael Adams (89)
Frank (69) and Kathy Alexander
AbuAlaziz (99, ’02) and Lesley Al-Hajeri
Jeffrey Allan (88)
John (70) and Sandra Allen
Lauren Anastase (12)
Joshua Anders (12)
Patricia Lenz-Anderson (02, ’13) and Richard Anderson
Timothy (83) and Lori Antolovic
Natalie Antion (08)
Robert Applewhite (’77)
Colleen Aranda (94)
Claude (92, ’03) and Anna Archambault
Graham Aschenbrenner (98)
John (75) and Ruth Bailey
Jennifer (02, ’04) and Timothy (02) Bailey
Nathan Bandy (03)
John (75) and Jasna Barber
Christian Barbieri (94, ’99)
Glenn Barcheski (88; ’05)
L. Oksana Barygula (87) and Miguel Diaz-Munoz
Mark Barnoff (82)
Jeanette (09) and William Barott
Denis (79) and Amy Barrett
John Bartos (99)
Marianne (07) and James Baskin
Roger (94, ’00) and Amanda Battistoni
Peter (72) and Dorothy Behle
Dawn (87) and Joseph Bell
Theodore (82, ’89) and Deborah* Benefiel
Arthur (82) and Linnett Benson
Michael (01) and Kimberly Benson
Craig Bentley (95)
Joshua Berlin (01)
Rudolph (81) and Patricia Bernal
Herschel (90) and Ellen (94, ’01)
Berris
Bavicca Bharathi (13)
James (73) and Mary Bias
Jonathan Blackwell (04)
Daniel Blaich (97, ’09)
Allan (81) and L. Arlene Blair
P. Andrew (88) and Katherine Blatt
David (’77) and Randi Blauth
James Blevins (83)
Randy Bloom (83)
Richard (85) and Lisa Bodenski
Edward (74) and Leah Boise
John (77) and Deborah Bookas
Stylianos (81) and Irene Bouboudakis
Bruce (68) and Carol Bower
Lawrence (83) and Margaret Bowers
Bradley (97) and Julie Brandt
Kimberly Brantley (03)
Leonard Braudis (89)
Leonard (97, ’99) and Mary Brazis
Edward (79) and Sandra Breslin
Anthony Brickhouse (01, ’02)
Jordon Brost (06)
Frederic (’72) and Janet Brown
Stephanie Brown (09)
Lonnie Browning (91)
Gregory Bruyn (04)
Edward (72, ’82) and Julia Buchanan
Andrew Buckman (03)
William Buckwalter (83)
Charles (76) and Judith Bukoski
Paul (83) and Sheri Bulger
Deborah (93, ’96) and Dean Burke
Owen (94) and Amy Busch
Kim (75) and Sheryl Butler
Thomas Butler (68)
Courtney Buzan (12)
Donald (79) and Anita Byrne
Justin Caccavale (13)
Joseph Cacho (87)
John (75) and Joyce Caldwell
Timothy (84) and Linda Calhoun
Leonard Callender (10)
Melinda Cameron (06)
Frank (88, ’97) and Billie Capano
Brian Carhide (96, ’12)
Marie-Jose Caro (84)
Christopher (13) and Toni Carta
Brian Case (06)
John (82) and Susan Catania
Jack (81) and Gaye Cattlini
Tobin Cavallari (92, ’96)
During the seven-plus years that I have been privileged to serve, it has been abundantly clear that we have truly extraordinary students. And, helping them achieve their dreams and realize their passions is one of our highest callings. Thank you for your generous gifts and contributions. You are making a difference!

Richard Heist, Chief Academic Officer, Daytona Beach Campus
David Jones (’97)
A. Thomas Kappel (’73)
Danielle (’99) and Quintin
Kasperek
Philip (’79) and Kimberly Keay
Ira (’71) and Mary Ellen Keiter
Kevin (’73) and Diana Kelly
John Kennedy (’88)
Jacquelyn Keyes (’11)
Christopher (’92) and Dinah
Kierstead
Alexander Klirmnik (’09) and
Rebecca Rule
David Kilpatrick (’06; ’12, WW)
Charles (’89) and Rose Kim
Daewon Kim (’04, ’06) and
Sunyoung Baek
Jayde King (’14)
Mark Kinnane (’81)
Todd (’82) and Laurene Klingler
Mary Kluga (’81)
Raymond (’84; ’07, WW) and Cindy
Knispel
Lisa (’97, ’09) and Matthew (’99;
’07, WW) Kollar
David (’74) and Sara Kostek
Gerald Kowalski (’94)
Gregory (’86, ’98) and Jennifer
Kowalski
Natalia Kozyura (’04)
Joseph Kraujales (’84)
Warren (’76) and Karen Kroepel
Stan Kulivas (’04)
Philip Kulp (’69, ’79, ’87)
Colin Kurmi (’10)
Kenneth Kungania (’12)
Nick (’85) and Elizabeth
Kyiakiopoulos
Robert (’74, ’80) and Linda Ladd
James (’87) and Virginia Ladesic
Dana Ladee (’91)
Laniec Laddo (’13)
Albert (’74) and Yvonne Laferte
Stephen LaMagna Reiter (’13)
Edward (’86) and Susan
Landgren
Marietta (’01) and Joseph (’01)
Landon
Richard (’84) and Suzanne (’92,
WW) Lang
Michael Lange (’83)
Steven (’89) and Mindy Lange
Gary (’74) and Gayle LaPorte
Paul (’73, ’83) and Maureen
Larish
James (’87) and Eileen Larkin
Alan Larsen (’13)
Scott Latham (’87)
Jennifer (’97, ’99) and Scott (’95
Laurence
Thomas (’88) and Kelly Leath
Michael (’83) and Patricia Lebo
Peter (’91) and Arica Lee
Seongyo Lee (’13, ’14, DB)
R. Michael (’65) and Kathleen
Lefere
Janet (’79) and Ernest (’81; ’86,
WW) Liberatore
Cynthia Lindsay (’79)
Terrance (’96, ’04) and Yong Sun
Lloyd
Jeffrey (’95) and Karen Logue
Mark (’92) and Anna-Lisa Lonier
Maria Lopez (’12)
Andrea Luethi (’07, ’10)
George (’89) and Sandra Lyman
Keri Lyons (’01)
Leah MacCallum (’13)
John (’94) and Sue MacDonald
Maria Magness (’76) and Linda Maguire
Jonathan Mahany (’12)
Pamela Maher (’83) and Gregory
Beu
Jacob Malsam (’14)
Manj Mannven (’05)
James Manfredi (’02)
Michael Mantovani (’89)
Miguel Marmol (’98)
Luke (’02) and Angie Martin
Guilermo (’99, ’01) and Christine
Martinez
Kyle (’01) and Lisa Mas
Lee Masztak (’94)
Paul (’90) and Eileen Meyer
Hisao (’79) and Nancy Miwa
Joseph (’79, ’81) and Jody
Mocarski
Kavan Modi (’01)
Anthony (’88) and Jennifer
Montalto
Vincent (’87) and Amy
Monteparte
Carl (’90) and Vonda Moon
Jeffrey (’88) and Anne Moore
Stephanie Moore (’08, ’13)
Nancy Moran (’02; ’06, WW)
James (’75; ’90, WW) and
Michele Moreland
Katrina Morgan (’08)
David (’97) and Stephanie Morkei
Bao Mosinyi (’99, ’01)
Rose (’07) and Trevor (’08)
Mountcastle
Glenn Mullary (’13)
Ronald (’72) and Katherine
Murphy
Kaloki Nabutola (’12)
George (’86, ’04) and Jan (’07
Neal
Louis (’76) and Cindy Nemeth
Robert (’68) and Marilyn Neubert
Eric (’83) and Brenda Nicolai
P.C. Noble (’79)
Raymond (’87) and Mahadyan
Nolin
Andrew (’87) and Nancy Norman
Christopher (’96) and Joy
O’Gwen
Walter (’88) and Teresa (’88)
Oleszewski
Michael O’Neal (’06)
David (’96) and Yukiko Orth
Takashi Osako (’01, ’04)
David (’75) and Linda Osterhoudt
Richard (’97, ’99) and Suzanne
(’00) Outten
C. David (’74) and Carol Owens
Matthew (’99, ’13) and Megan
Paddock
Vincent (’90, ’91) and Jennifer
Papke
Matthew Parlier (’83) and
Roseann Catania Parlier
Kathryn (’95) and Kenneth
Parsons
Thomas (’77) and Marina Pawlesh
Thomas (’75; ’12, WW) and
Kathleen McDonald
Bruce (’82) and Joyce Peet
Bradley (’82) and Karen Penrod
Johnathan Pesce (’96, ’03)
Charles (’75) and Patrice
Peterson
Jeffrey (’69) and Linda Peterson
Thomas Pettit (’72)
John (’90, ’92) and Ann Phillips
Richard Phinney (’87)
Donald Pointer (’90) and Luann
Spalla-Pointer

Kevin Matiko (’12)
Alain Mazatan Trevino (’14)
Michelle Mc Laren (’05, ’09)
Robert (’90) and Elizabeth
McCabe
David (’69) and Kathleen
McClaine
Keith McGann (’85)
Liam McIlhatton (’07, ’13)
William McKinney (’79)
Jerry (’74) and Doris McReynolds
Jill (’02) and John Merdith
Tal Norman (’92)
Christopher (’05) and Justine
Noth
Brittany Nowy-Mackey (’13)
Patricia (’70) and Steve Nowicki
John (’68) and Kathy O’Brien
Michael (’78) and Carol O’Brien
Stuart (’06; ’13 WW) and Sarah
Ochs
Edmund (’04, ’10) and Eunice
(’05, ’10) Odetary-Williams

“As our university and the Prescott Campus experience a period of unprecedented growth and opportunity, it is vital that we enjoy your continued support. We all have a special opportunity to make a real difference in the lives of these young people, who, in turn, will make such a remarkable difference in our world. Thanks for being a part of the Embry Riddle family!”

Frank Ayers, Chancellor, Prescott Campus
Jonathan Ralston ('06)
Kenneth (02; '11, WW) and Andrea Randall
Shulonda Rankins (92)
Michael (88, '94) and Laura Rapuano
Aric Raus (98) and Victoria Ocasio (99, '03, WW)
Peter (95) and Katrin Reddan
Raul (72) and Kelly Regalado
Jack (87, '98) and Charmaine Repass
John Retherford (93)
Thomas (89) and Shelly Richards
Brian Richardsson (82)
David (90) and Michele Ricketson
Wilson (82) and Diane Riggin
James (90) and Elizabeth Riner
David Roach (13)
John Robbins (98)
Christopher (01) and Beth Roberts
Geoffrey (83) and Marla Roberts
Donald (78) and Jean Robinson
Andrea Robinson (13)
Renee Robinson (83)
Ainsley Robson (04, '11, '12)
Jose ('85) and Joanne Rodriguez
Raymond (84) and Jennifer Rogowski
Megan Rogowski ('13)
Bernard Roke ('68)
John ('73) and Uta Rollins
Jesse ('04) and Marisol Romo
Jonathan ('99) and Frances Rorer
Kimberly (92, '93) and Dean (95, PC) Rosenlof
Dean (87) and Melissa Rosenquist
Peter (89) and Donna Rounseville
Ronald (75) and Margie Roy
Michael Rubeling (05; '09, WW)
Matthew (90) and Justine (90) Ruff
Juan Ruiz (01, '06)
Curtis (89) and Marjorie Rush
Suzanne ('82) and Robert ('83) Russel
David Safarik ('11)
Phyllis Salmons ('84, '01)
Marion Sanders ('71)
Omar (99) and Stacy Santos
Michael Sarnacki ('87)
Samuel ('85) and Terry Satterwhite
Guy ('82) and Lisa Savino
Raymond ('82; '89, WW) and Eileen Schilling
David (75) and Lois Schilstra
Herwig (91) and Kathleen Schmidts
Keith (99) and April Schonrock
Benjamin Schreiber (97)
William (84) and Lori Schrock
Francis Schuhmann (97)
Allison Schultz ('13)
Brian (96) and Amy Schultz
Noreen Scoff ('04, '06)
Mark Sellers ('10)
Jackson ('74) and Brenda Seltszer
Hubert ('86) and Sheryl Senter
Justin Serbent ('84)
Mitchell (84; '13, WW) and Laurie Serber
Brian Sharrer (01)
James ('12) and Jess Sherman
Rennison Sherritt ('89)
Tylor Shoemaker ('09)
Roland ('72) and Patricia Sicotte
Kaleigh Sides ('10, '11)
Philip Siess (97)
Barbara ('80) and George ('80, '88) Simone
James ('78) and Linda Singletary
Michael Sisco ('01, '06)
Ilana Slatsky ('04)
Stephen Slusarczyk ('76)
Alison Smalling (96, '98)
Elizabeth Smart (01)
Stephen ('95; '13, WW) and Alicia Smyth
Anita Solanki ('12)
Roger Sonnenfeld ('86)
Patrick Spanfelter ('11)
John ('67) and Judith Sprague
Jack (76) and Victoria Sprangle
Raymond ('75) and Wendy Springsteen
Norman ('94) and Carie St. Laurent
Alfred ('92) and Marcia Stappening
Thomas (87) and Karen Starkey
Matthew Steele ('09)
Jack (84) and Cynthia Stein
Jonathan ('81) and Joy Stern
Darrell ('09) and Hilary ('08, '11) Stevens
Marvin ('73) and Martina Stokes
Walter ('00) and Michelle ('00) Storm
William ('83) and Robin Stricklin
James ('80, '88) and Vicky Swaerkosz
Charles ('67) and Tina Swain
Edward Swinson ('89)
Thomas (77) and Nancy Tacker
William (95) and Jennifer Tallman
Raymond Tanguay (93)
Eugene ('78) and Elizabeth Taylor
Howard Taylor ('79, '80)
Mahmud (83) and Chiyo Tekalli
Thomas (78) and Judith Terryn
Jason Thomas (98, '99, '02) and Maryann Velasco Thomas
Dianne (81) and Raymond Thompson
Richard Thruz ('67)
Waldemar Tiedemann ('77)
Donald (90, '92) and Cynthia Tilden
Gilda Tirro ('12)
Jeffrey (81) and Valerie Titus
John (83) and Lori Toccher
James Toder ('92) and Carol Dean-Toder ('91)
John Tolley ('14)
Destiny Tomlin ('13)
Christian ('03) and Lauren Tougas
Peter ('80) and Rachael Townson
Matthew Treharne ('07)
John ('93; '05, WW) and Kelly Tringali
Eric ('06) and Alice Trivette
Christopher ('97; '04, WW) and Wai Troyer
Joseph Vacca ('81)
Andrew (84) and Patricia Vadasz
Eric ('02) and Elizabeth Vaden
Gary Vagnoski ('85)
Woodrow ('70) and Joy VanWhy
Holly Vath ('84)
Kimberly Venema ('11)
Samuel Vierra ('04)
Jaime ('92) and Rosie Villamil
Edward ('72) and Mary Vogel
Peter ('69) and Linda Vosbury
Damon Walker ('04)
Paul Wallace ('81)
William ('74) and Bobbi Jo Walsh
Kevin ('78) and Louise Ward
Robert ('73) and Shirley Weikel
Brian ('71) and Beverly Weisblat
Gregory ('73) and Bonita Weiser
A. Richard Wereta ('91)
Julio Werner ('94)
Erik ('75) and Margaret West
Alvin ('76) and Sharon Westerland
Walter ('68; '05, '13, WW) and Donna Whitacre
Samuel ('84) and Jayne White
Bryan White ('08)
Glenn White ('80) and Mary Renner
John ('99) and Rebecca White
Sarah Whitten ('06)
Timothy ('84) and Marla Wieg
Lyle ('86) and Karley Wigton
Karen (00, '04, '09) and Joe ('11, '14) Williams
Eric ('94) and Vickie Willis
Charles ('94) and Erin Winings
Paul Wirkowski ('13)
Thomas Woodhouse (81)
Peter Woodmansee (84)
Daniel (80) and Margaret (97, '99, WW)
Woodward ('91) and Tara ('93) Wright
Andrew Wyka ('12)
Maryellen Wynn ('90)
Robert (01) and Eva Yaden
Eiji Yoshimoto ('01)
Eric Yoskwitz ('88, '90)
John ('99) and Lori Yuzzolin
Keith ('93) and Deanna ('91) Zacherl
Raul ('84, '86) and Valerie Zambrano
Charles ('82) and Susan Zellner
Michael Zink ('99)
Timothy Zuercher ('12)
Michael Zurutuza ('92)
Donald (87, '00) and Katherine Zwick

1Council of 100 Alumni are listed according to the campus at which they completed their first Embry-Riddle degree.

Prescott

GOLD EAGLES
$5,000 TO $9,999
Mark LaPole ('84)

BRONZE EAGLES
$500 TO $2,499
Luc ('82, DB; '89) and Nanci ('90)
Bausch
Jeffery Bloom ('88)
Jody ('03) and Brian Davis
Erie Gormley ('97; '05, WW)
Larry ('87) and Debra Gregg
David ('83) and Kristi ('83) Hess
Susan Latvala ('91) and Jeffrey Parker
Thomas Mokulua ('92)
Kate Pribyl ('00)
Craig ('00) and Sherri Steiner
William Thompson ('87) and Sally Bloomstrom
Wilhelm Wieland ('89)
Mark Won ('86)
ALUMNI

EAGLES
UP TO $499

Robert Adams ('01)
Roy ('83) and Toni Allen
Cliff Alfred ('06)
James ('89) and Laurie Anderson
Melissa Ash ('06)
Kerry Austin ('10)
David ('94) and Mary Barbosa
Daudi Barnes ('97)
William Bayliss ('07)
Frank Beber ('96)
Debby Bell ('88)
Julio Benavides ('04)
Matthew Bender ('11)
Teresina ('96) and Brett ('96)
Matthew ('81) and Tracee Berman
Guy ('82) and Jennifer Doot
Christopher ('05)
John ('95) and Kim DeLawyer
Michelle Day ('91)
Jeffrey Dasher ('88)
David ('87) and Maureen Crookes
Christine ('84) and John Congedo
Michael ('95; '11, WW) and Lori
Teresa ('96) and Brett ('96)
Matthew ('81) and Tracee Berman
Teresina ('96) and Brett ('96)
Matthew ('81) and Tracee Berman

SILVER EAGLES
$2,500 TO $4,999

Frank ('87) and Deborah Ayers
Matthew ('01, '09) and Athalia Callander
Daniel ('04) and Margaret Johnson

BRONZE EAGLES
$500 TO $2,499

John Amore ('73)
Christopher Atiken ('96, '05, '06)
Calvin ('60, MC) and Susan Arter
Charles ('01) and Karen Barton¹
David Brown ('89)
Scott ('99) and Catherine Burgess
Terry ('87) and Terri Cox
Gary DeKay ('80) and Karla Key¹
Phillip ('03) and Anne Duffy
Kenneth ('85, '89) and Antoinette Dufour
Scott ('81) and Deborah Ford
William ('82, '84, '87) and Nuala Glennon
Ira ('05, '06, '13) and Pinky Mason
Katherine Moran ('96, '97)
James ('75) and Jane Morrical
James ('87) and Donna Parry
Joseph ('00) and Lisa Radosky¹
Herbert Schaefer ('98)¹
Peter ('90, '09) and Heather Schlachter¹
Roland ('95) and Dee Shaw
Ronald ('86) and Helen Sibley
Jon ('81) and Tracy Slangerup
Jorry Spruill ('97, '99) and Vikki Lynch¹
Robert Walton ('08)
Robby ('01) and Sue Withrow¹
Jaw Woo ('12)¹

EAGLES
UP TO $499

James Harrower ('95)
Sara Heffelfinger ('01)
Ronald Heberlein ('01)
Steven Henderson ('80)
Donald Hicks ('02)
Eric Hoffman ('93) and Ruby
Guerrero-Hoffman
John Hogueissn ('88)
Valerie Holmes ('10, '13)
Chris ('93) and Ann Houin
Peter Hurley ('85)
Kenneth ('97) and Tricia Hurt
Amy Jayo ('91)
Kevin Josenhans ('07)
Sean Julian ('98)
Edward ('91) and Lisa Karalus
Shannon Katt ('92)
Christopher ('86) and Sibilla Kern
Brian ('89) and Margaret Konkel
Lane Kranz ('91)
Karen Lamoree ('92)
Scott ('88) and Ann Landschoot
Khoa Le ('08; '14, WW)
Keith Leehey ('91)
Joseph Lorkowski ('10)
Cynthia Lundell ('83; '89, WW)
Hector Luque Montoya ('10) and
Courtney Luque Jacobson
Robert ('81) and Lynette MacKay
James ('81) and Christina Mangie
John ('96) and Lori Markham
Virat Mathur ('09)
Dustin ('99) and Melissa May
Kenhay May ('03)
Daniel Maynard ('02)
Frank McFall ('89)
Artemisa McLeod ('90; '13, WW)
Matt Miglin ('96; '00, WW)
Andrew ('83) and Meghan
Milewski
James ('86) and Roslyn Mooney
Seth Murashige ('02)
Michael ('82) and Jocelyn ('83)
Muscarello
Catherine Noorlun ('94, '00, '01)
Seward ('84) and Maria Ogden
Kirk 'O'Neil ('87)
Joseph Orona ('89)
Clinton Ostler ('00)
Timmy Park ('12)
Patrick Patziz ('11)
David ('86, '96) and Cynthia
Pedersen
Christine Pleasent ('08)
Devesh Pokhariyal ('97) and
Prachi Kothiyal
Mark Pysor ('82; '89, WW)
Sujay Raphael Mabel ('02)
Daniel Retzig ('11)
Heather ('96, '08, WW) and
Richard Reuter
Mark ('04) and Katy Rittman
Dean ('95) and Kimberly ('92, '93, '97)
DB Rosenlof
David ('81) and Karen Rowand
Thomas ('84) and Sonia Rowe
Matthew Rowley ('90) and Ann
Okin Rowley
David ('89) and Kendall Roy
Scott ('81) and Cynthia Russell
Michael Salas ('10)
Brian ('92) and Thea Sanderson
Anthony Sanford ('93)
Emmanuel Santiago ('92)
Daniel ('89) and Rhonda Scheerer
Richard Shupe ('08)
Jesse Span ('08)
Abel Smith ('12)
Ty Sterhan ('97)
Eric ('92) and Kara Stokes
Camille Stutzman ('01)
Andrew Suarez ('93)
Steven Taipele ('84, '95)
Jared Teasta ('01)
James ('93) and Meghan Theiss
Ronald ('89) and Kim Thompson
Marcos ('98) and Deborah Torres
Thomas ('84) and Karin Trask
Christine ('94) and Mark Turgeon
William Turner ('97)
Donald ('82) and Denise
Underwood
Greg Van Noy ('90)
David Vanstrom ('84)
Scott ('80) and Melissa Vogttriger
Thomas ('00) and Melissa
Wachowski
Michael ('97) and Jennifer Wason
Mark ('86) and Jodi Weems
Jenna ('06) and Scott Welton
Dore Wheetley ('97)
Adam Wolfe ('11)
David ('82) and Rebecca
Wallenborn

PLATINUM EAGLES
$10,000 AND ABOVE

D. Keith ('95, '97) and Alice Mosing
Timothy Neubert ('86, '87)

Worldwide

THE EAGLES

THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

CAMPUS LEGEND
MC Miami Campus (pre-1965)
DB Daytona Beach, Fla.
PC Prescott, Ariz.
WW Worldwide Campus
Ivar (92) and Nancy Anderson
Enrico (05) and Faye Anderson
Kent (97, 99, 01) and Teresa Anderson
Rayner (08, ’13) and Mary Anderson
Richard (86) and Mary Arnold
David Ashby (12)
Laura Asumaa (13)
Paul (89) and Ruby Aunspaugh
Norris (84) and Mary Aycox
Lucille (97, ’03) and Robert Babcock
William Bales (94) and Dolly Fisher Bales
Michael Ball (01, ’11)
Louis (03) and Ann Ballester
Dana (02) and Georgia Barnicoot
Mark (95) and Cheryl Barth
Stanley (96) and Marie Bass
Michael (92, ’95, ’00, ’01) and Gala Bateman
Robert Battisti (04)
Charles (06) and Donna Baumann
William (60, MC) and Joelin Bayer
John Black (64, MC)
Frank (89) and Sharon Beckage
Roland (95) and Gina Beckles
Wayne (84) and Nancy Bell
Bradley Bell (10, ’13)
James Bell (79, ’86)
Richard (66) and Gina Bennert
Howard (97) and Maria Berg
Brian Bersch (89)
Terry (88) and Christine Birdwell
Ronald Bishop (05, ’07)
Daniel Bittner (84)
Carlton Bledsoe (98)
David Bonner (09)
Lloyd Booth (95)
Rafael Borges (06, ’07)
John (81) and Patricia Bortner
Aaron (’11) and Marjorie Boyd
Robert (09, ’10) and Carrie Boyett
Arthur Brecker (57, MC)
Ryan Brinkman (10, ’13)
Marcia Brooks (91)
Gary (01, ’12, ’13) and Janet Brossett
Robert (65, MC) and Doris Brown
Keith (’91) and Susan Brune
Lena Buettner (11)
Thomas Burton (06)
Francisco Bustamante (05)
Norma Butler (03)
Kathleen (09) and Frank Campanaro
Donald (83) and Sylvia Campbell
Steven (’05, ’13) and Adelina Campos
Richard Caplette (90)
Neal Carbaugh (92)
Glenn (94) and Rae Carlson
Charles (90) and K. Michele Carpenter
James (01) and Patrice Carter
Thomas (01) and Virginia Carter
William (82) and Carol Case
Charles (99, ’01, ’02) and Linda Cash
Russell (04) and Mary Cecilia Leond (58, MC) and Elisabeth Chadowich
Jeffrey (96) and Kathleen (’82, PC) Clark
Jon Clausen (’11)
Joseph (98) and Donna Clements
Daniel Heggie (82)
Patricia (’00) and Richard Cody
John (95) and Jennifer Coffey
Zachary (99) and Rhonda Coleman
Kevin (02) and Amy Connelly
John (’00) and Theresa Converse
Victor Cook (’01, ’07)
Michael (94) and Carla Copeland
Albert (92, ’05) and Teresa DeRubbio
Ernest (90) and Christine Desimone
Danyl Diptee (’10)
Floyd (99) and Lisa Dissinger
Camilo Dornier (84)
Kenneth Doty (’88, ’99)
Edward (82) and Nancy Douglas
Antonio (98, ’07, ’13) and Judy Drago
Daniel (83) and Elpa Droogleever
Timothy (90) and Leslie Duerson
Craig Dyer (’91)
Mark (08) and Kathleen Earley
Otto (90) and Krissy Eichmann
Trudi Enge (’09)
Daniel (88) and Kay Eramo
Anthony (94, ’08) and Venus Esposito
Kenneth (89) and Kristine L. Estes
Harry Evans (’04)
Isam (63, MC) and Phyllis Faraj
William Farkas (64, MC)
Rebecca (04) and Jeremy Fenstermaker
William (’08) and Laura Fernandez
Jose George (’11, ’14)
William (’12) and Andrea Girard
Allen (96) and Deborah Godfrey
Greg (’88, ’94) and Cheryl Godfrey
William (96, ’97) and Deborraine Goggins
Anna (84, ’00) and William Gehranson
Reva (09) and Vincent Goins
David (01) and Rebecca Goodwin
Steven (94) and Darlene Gottschalk
William (96, ’97) and Sandra Greenlee
Todd (09) and Irene Gregg
Douglas (84) and Margaret Grewing
Gary (83) and Mary Grimes
Allan Grissom (’12)
Kristian Gromada (’09)
John (’74) and Glenda Grones
Fabio (83) and Lorraine (84)
Grossi
Jay Guild (’91, ’00)
Karl (95) and Janice Gustafson
Walter (83) and Janet Gutsche
William Guttadauro (96, ’98)
James (’87) and Janet Hall

“The Worldwide Campus serves students from all walks of life. For some, the cost of tuition is a tremendous financial strain. Your support lets them remain focused on their academic success.”

John Watret, Chancellor, Worldwide Campus

Council of 100 Alumni are listed according to the campus at which they completed their first Embry-Riddle degree.
John (‘81, ’86) and Linda Hedly
Roger Helm (‘97)
Thomas Henkel (‘04)
Harold Herndon (‘00)
Wolfgang (’94, ’98) and Patricia Heuberger
Jennifer Hinebaugh (‘02) and Michael Mulrooney
Douglas (‘06, ‘11, ‘12, ‘13) and Robin Hiner
Russell (‘89) and Donella Hodgkins
Shawn (‘00) and Verena Hoem
Steven (‘87) and Brenda Hoffman
Michael (‘86) and Bonita Holas
Arthur (‘84)* and Elsie Holcomb
Eloise Holdahl (‘98)
Frank (‘96) and Leona Kallay
Patricia Kabus (‘09)
Ben (‘56, MC) and Dahlia Jung
Jeffrey Jorgensen (‘94)
Karl Jolly (‘95)
David Jorgensen (‘94)
Ben (‘56, MC) and Dahlia Jung
John Hurt (‘99)
Dana Hylen (‘96)
Steven Iacobucci (‘93)
Richard (‘90, ’95) and Elizabeth Ingraham
David Ison (‘03)
Clarence Jacobs (‘07, ‘08)
David (‘00) and Gaye James
Mahendra (‘96) and April Jatindranath
Daphne Jefferson (‘94)
Billy (‘11) and Robin Jett
Donald Johnson (‘01)
Karl Jolly (‘95)
Jeffrey Jorgensen (‘94)
Ben (‘56, MC) and Dahlia Jung
Patricia Kabus (‘09)
Frank (‘55, MC) and Leona Kallay
John (‘97) and Paula Kane
Michael Karageanis (‘96)
Karl (‘90, ’94) and Karin Kaufman
George (‘01) and Deborah Kayser
Terence (‘01) and Amy Kelley
Thomas (‘07) and Barbara Kellner
Anthony (‘98) and Audrey Kelly
William (‘00, ’99) and Rose Kerr
Theodore (‘10, ’13) and Pamela Key
John Khayata (‘89)
Steven King (‘86)
Valerie (‘10) and Jared (‘10)
Kisseloff
Jonathan (‘89) and P. Dianne Klaaren
James Klina (‘77)
Donald (‘51, MC) and Mary Klopp
Michael (‘84) and Rosemarie Klusner
Susan (‘01) and Bruce Knapp
Sandra Koenchendorfer (‘03)
John (‘88) and Lynette Kukowski
Warren (‘94, MC) and Pamela Lackie
Gina Lakestream (‘98)
Robert Reiter (‘95) and Maria Lamagna Reiter
Carol Lamattina (‘86, ’99)
Suzanne (‘92) and Richard (‘84, DB) Lang
Kelly (‘10) and Mark Laubach
Martin (‘06) and Gina Lauth
James (‘97, ’99) and Carol Lawler
James (‘94) and Cecelia Le Bus
William Leese (‘83)
David (‘62, MC) and Sheila Leppert
Terry Lesak (‘97, ’12)
Wade (‘01) and Debbi Lester
William (‘91) and Donhong Lewandowski
Delbert Lewis (‘92, ’02)
Robert (‘57, MC) and Roxie Lewis
Lenard Lindsey (‘03)
Victor (‘03, ’08) and Marlene Liriano
Michael Lismann (‘11)
Karen Lloyd (‘82)
Olivia (‘00) and Maurice Lloyd
Tye Lockard (‘01)
Lascelles Longmore (‘91)
Joseph Lorenzen (‘91)
John (‘00, ’08, ’13) and Lykia Lorenz
David Louis (‘08, ’10)
Joan Louis-Herelle (‘96) and Vincent Herelle
Jeffery (‘10) and Melissa (‘12) Loy
Carl (‘95) and Patricia Lude
James (‘81) and Madelyn Lynch
Michael (‘89) and Gail Macagnone
Dennis (‘93) and Jennifer Mack
John (‘83) and Suzann Magner
Eddie Mais (‘03, ’04)
Walter (‘87) and Patricia Malcolm
James Malis (‘82, ’97, ’12 DB)
Kenric (‘92) and Shannon Malmborg
Thomas (‘51, MC) and Janet Mann
Michael (‘65) and Marilyn Manna
Douglas (‘90, ’93) and Tamera Manuel
Kathy (‘09, ’12) and Scott (‘09, ’12) Markiewicz
Scott (‘88) and Debbie Marrone
Malcolm Massung (‘78)
Julie (‘05) and Gary Mateu
Kenneth Matthews (‘00)
Raleigh Matthews (‘87, ’91)
David (‘94) and Kimberly Mattson
Karl (‘93) and Mary Matuniak
Theresa (‘05) and Edward Maue
Vernon (‘92) and Roxanne May
Dariel (‘88) and Jayme McCourt
Warren McCrory (‘07)
John (‘10, ’13) and Patricia McDermott
Bobby (‘05) and Evelyn McMasters
Thomas (‘86) and Jacklynn Meadows
James (‘95) and Lisa Meassick
Jose (‘06) and Cathy Melendez
William Mentges (‘92, ’12)
Michael (‘99) and Patricia Merek
William (‘04) and Wendy Mesiloh
Garret (‘06) and Stephanie Messner
Eric (‘08) and Laura Metcalf
Jan Metsouis (’95; ’02, DB)
Randell (‘89) and Barbara Meyer
Winfred (‘91, ’92) and Celia Mihil
Terrence Miles (’04)
Walter (‘90) and Corrine Miller
Maria Baez-Diaz (‘12)
Ralph Miller (‘04)
Rohan (‘99) and Shirley Miller
Raul Miranda (‘91)
Larry (‘01) and Flora Montgomery
Lindsay Newhouse (‘12)
Carl Newman (‘11)
Freddie (‘84, ’98) and Marilyn Nicholas
Ronald (‘97) and Nancy Nolder
Paul (‘97) and Marcia Norat
Christopher (‘01, ’02) and Karen Norfolk
Paul Nunemann (’99)
James (‘83, ’86) and Veronica O’Brien
John (‘88) and Mary Ann O’Donnell
Azeez (‘06, ’11) and Mariam Oguntade
Michael (‘02, ’03) and Sandra Ohannesian
Patricia (‘98, ’99) and Robert Olson
Gabriel (‘05) and Terri Ortegon
Bria Ortiz (’91)
Raymond (‘83, ’89) and Deanne Otto
Quinton (‘07) and Tracy Owens
Philip (‘00) and Jill Pacini
John (‘91) and Linda Pacitti
Robert (‘04) and Karen Page
Robert (‘63, MC) and Linda Parmelee
Marina (‘85) and Grant Pearsoll
Scott Pearson (‘06, ’07)
John (‘84) and Dianna Pecic
Bradley (‘87) and Mary Jayne Pederson
Brent (‘04) and Stacey Perkins

“Your donations have made and continue to make a direct impact on my life.”

Art Hoag, recipient of the Braniff Silver Eagles Scholarship

Harry (‘96) and Cindy Moore
Randy (‘10) and Janis Moore
Raymond Moreno (‘08)
Kenneth (‘92) and Patricia Morin
Gary (‘53, MC) and Angie Morton
Jeffery Moss (‘99, ’11)
Wolfgang (‘85) and Anneliese Mueller
Terry (‘94) and Nancy Mularkey
Christopher Muth (‘06)
Roy (‘07) and Florence (‘04, ’05)
Myles
John (‘94, ’03) and Laura Nagle
Steve (‘74) and Sharon Nagy
Daniel (‘98, ’01, ’02) and Virginia Nehring
Michael (‘84) and Anita Nemmers
Robert (‘00) and Jane Neuhrath
Jeffrey Neville (‘87, ’88)
Christopher (‘83) and Kathleen Perlick
Bryan (‘90, ’02) and Norma Persohn
Daniel (‘94) and Debra Peterson
Harvey (‘87) and Georgia Peterson
Robert (‘04) and Carol Petrillo
William (‘96) and Lynda Pfau
Joseph (‘97) and Lisa Phillips
James Phillips (‘84, ’85)
John Pickett (‘97) and Wilda Barrios Pickett
James (‘81) and Suki Pierce
Gregory (‘81, ’94) and Debbie Pisanich
Enrique Placido (‘10)
Stanley (‘00) and Kerri Pleban
Evan Poole (‘08)
Deceased Alumni are listed according to the campus at which they completed their first Embry-Riddle degree.

- Darlene Redding ('84)
- Michael Raykowski ('04, '12)
- Richard Schaefer ('00)
- Willard ('98, '99) and Susan
- Rogelio Saucedo ('06)
- Willard ('98, '99) and Susan Sawyer
- Richard Schaefer ('00)
- Albert Scheibly ('84)
- John Scheiner ('95)
- Barry (HonDoc '89; '94) and Dorie Schiff
- Jennifer ('99) and Robert Schneider
- Leonard ('81, '85) and Leticia Schoolkopf
- James ('04) and Marian Schultz
- Brad ('10) and Laurie Sepe
- Hubert ('89) and Helen Seymour
- Conrad ('62, MC) and Marcia Shad
- Jeffrey ('08) and Amy Shaffner
- Mirshad Shamsher ('97, '07)
- Christina ('04) and Christopher Sharp
- Tracy ('13, '14) and John Shaw
- Charles ('02) and Therese Shearer
- James Sherman ('90)
- Francis ('83) and Chalauy Shimek
- Tarig ('03, '04, '08) and Tayra Siddiqui
- Christine ('12, '13) and Aaron Sifferman
- Yonne Simms ('12)
- Jerry Simpson ('95)
- Alana ('03, '08) and William Sims
- William ('90) and Margarete Siples
- Kelvin Szemore ('96)
- Bruce Slack ('99, '02, '03)
- Andrzej ('00) and Claire Sloboda
- Kevin ('81) and Roberta Sliwinski
- Paul Smith ('85)
- David ('93) and Jenny Smith
- Richard ('89, '92) and Kelley Smith
- Janice ('98) and Cyrus Snyder
- Richard ('89) and Lenore Snyder
- Robin Sobotta ('84) and Thomas Roush ('06, '08)
- Paul ('88) and Therese Soper
- Joel Speller ('91)
- Charles ('09) and Anna Spratt
- Klaus ('00) and Teresa Staefe
- Wendy ('09) and Nigel Stanley
- Donald Stephan ('98, '02) and Lisa Timberlake-Stephan
- Michael Stewart ('99)
- Helen Stickney ('03)
- Gary ('01) and Diana Stillwell
- Angela Primavere ('11)
- Alan ('95) and Julie Stolzer
- William ('93) and Mary Strasser
- Jeffrey Strickland ('03, '07)
- Stacy ('88) and Brigitte Strickland
- Edward Subervi ('87)
- Richard ('91) and Linda Suggs
- Kenneth ('93) and Diane Sumpter
- James Sutton ('93, '03)
- William ('53, MC) and Yula Swafford
- Victor Sweeney ('06, '07, '09, '10)
- Michael Switzer ('97)
- Kimberly Szathmary ('96)
- Larry Targosh ('07)
- Debra ('10) and Jonathan ('10)
- Bourdeau
- Maxwell ('07) and Dong Ju Taylor
- William ('82, '89, '05) and Diana Teeple
- Allan ('03) and Maria Teets
- Robert ('05) and Prakob Terhardt
- Billy ('56, MC) and Helen Thayer
- Christopher Thomas ('86)
- Jennifer Vivero ('11)
- Larry ('96) and Cynthia Voliva
- Milan Von Sighart ('84)
- William ('94) and Kara Wales
- Edward Walford ('95)
- Robert ('92) and Martha Ware
- Scott ('99) and Tara Warner
- Robin Colwell ('10)
- Marcus ('01) and Tara Wayland
- Zachary ('14) and Jacqueline Wehr
- George Wehrung ('05, '06)
- Jeffrey ('99) and Sandra Weinerer
- H. Kurtz Weiser ('42, MC)
- Geoffrey ('97) and Karen Weiss
- Carl ('91, '95, '96) and Pong West

“Thanks to your generosity, hard-working students like me are able to continue our education, despite financial hardship.”
- Amanda Burroughs ('14, PC), recipient of the Boeing College of Arts and Sciences Scholarship at the Prescott Campus

- Michael Pople ('06, '10)
- Richard ('92) and Lorette Pother
- Daniel ('05) and Lauri Ann Pradel
- F. Dixon Prew ('59, MC)
- Brian Proctor ('05)
- Mark ('04, '09) and Hye Yong Pyor
- Jesus ('06) and Maria Ramos
- Nickolus ('84) and Sylvia Rasch
- Robert ('94) and Pamela Ratcliffe
- Victoria Ocasio ('99, '03) and Aric Raus ('98, DB)
- Michael Raykowski ('04, '12)
- Darlene Redding ('84)
- Tommy ('61, MC) and Margaret Redmon
- James ('97, '98) and Ana Reeder
- Kenneth ('89) and Theresa Rees
- David ('88) and Donna Reese
- Glenn Reeves ('05)
- Marvin Regensberg ('98)
- Frederick Reitz ('03, '11)
- Steven ('99) and Laurel Rekeckzy
- Michael ('90, '92) and Catherine Rembert
- Mark Reynolds ('09, '10)
- Bradley ('79) and Elaine Rhodes
- Lewis ('07) and Louise Rich
- Dennis ('95) and Carol Riddle
- Sebastian Rivas ('07)
- Ricardo ('92, '99) and Wanda Rivera
- Don ('95, '97) and Kathryn Roberts
- Donna Roberts ('10)
- John Roberts ('06)
- Conrad Rodgers ('00, '13)
- Kenneth Rodriguez ('95)
- Amy ('05) and Jeffrey Romanelli
- Patrick Ross ('97, '98) and Janet Cosman-Ross ('98)
- Elvis ('97, '00) and Tanisia Roise
- Robert Ruffing ('02, '03)
- Juddi Ruiz ('03)
- James ('93) and Wendy Russell
- Brendan ('07) and Jacqueline Ryan
- Walter ('85) and Catherine Ryerson
- Michael Rymond ('99)
- Donovan Saadiq ('04)
- Rafael ('98) and Donna Salazar
- William Sambolt ('87)
- John ('88) and Barbara Sand
- Joey ('09) and Claudia Sanders
- Ronald ('64, MC) and Ronnye Sands
- Rogelio Saucedo ('06)
- Willard ('98, '99) and Susan Sawyer
- Richard Schaefer ('00)
- Albert Scheibly ('84)
- John Scheiner ('95)
- Barry (HonDoc '89; '94) and Dorie Schiff
- Jennifer ('99) and Robert Schneider
- Leonard ('81, '85) and Leticia Schoolkopf
- James ('04) and Marian Schultz
- Brad ('10) and Laurie Sepe
- Hubert ('89) and Helen Seymour
- Conrad ('62, MC) and Marcia Shad
- Jeffrey ('08) and Amy Shaffner
- Mirshad Shamsher ('97, '07)
- Christina ('04) and Christopher Sharp
- Tracy ('13, '14) and John Shaw
- Charles ('02) and Therese Shearer
- James Sherman ('90)
- Francis ('83) and Chalauy Shimek
- Tarig ('03, '04, '08) and Tayra Siddiqui
- Christine ('12, '13) and Aaron Sifferman
- Yonne Simms ('12)
- Jerry Simpson ('95)
- Alana ('03, '08) and William Sims
- William ('90) and Margarete Siples
- Kelvin Szemore ('96)
- Bruce Slack ('99, '02, '03)
- Andrzej ('00) and Claire Sloboda
- Kevin ('81) and Roberta Sliwinski
- Paul Smith ('85)
- David ('93) and Jenny Smith
- Richard ('89, '92) and Kelley Smith
- Janice ('98) and Cyrus Snyder
- Richard ('89) and Lenore Snyder
- Robin Sobotta ('84) and Thomas Roush ('06, '08)
- Paul ('88) and Therese Soper
- Joel Speller ('91)
- Charles ('09) and Anna Spratt
- Klaus ('00) and Teresa Staefe
- Wendy ('09) and Nigel Stanley
- Donald Stephan ('98, '02) and Lisa Timberlake-Stephan
- Michael Stewart ('99)
- Helen Stickney ('03)
- Gary ('01) and Diana Stillwell
- Angela Primavere ('11)
- Alan ('95) and Julie Stolzer
- William ('93) and Mary Strasser
- Jeffrey Strickland ('03, '07)
- Stacy ('88) and Brigitte Strickland
- Edward Subervi ('87)
- Richard ('91) and Linda Suggs
- Kenneth ('93) and Diane Sumpter
- James Sutton ('93, '03)
- William ('53, MC) and Yula Swafford
- Victor Sweeney ('06, '07, '09, '10)
- Michael Switzer ('97)
- Kimberly Szathmary ('96)
- Larry Targosh ('07)
- Debra ('10) and Jonathan ('10)
- Bourdeau
- Maxwell ('07) and Dong Ju Taylor
- William ('82, '89, '05) and Diana Teeple
- Allan ('03) and Maria Teets
- Robert ('05) and Prakob Terhardt
- Billy ('56, MC) and Helen Thayer
- Christopher Thomas ('86)
- Jennifer Vivero ('11)
- Larry ('96) and Cynthia Voliva
- Milan Von Sighart ('84)
- William ('94) and Kara Wales
- Edward Walford ('95)
- Robert ('92) and Martha Ware
- Scott ('99) and Tara Warner
- Robin Colwell ('10)
- Marcus ('01) and Tara Wayland
- Zachary ('14) and Jacqueline Wehr
- George Wehrung ('05, '06)
- Jeffrey ('99) and Sandra Weinerer
- H. Kurtz Weiser ('42, MC)
- Geoffrey ('97) and Karen Weiss
- Carl ('91, '95, '96) and Pong West

*Deceased* Alumni are listed according to the campus at which they completed their first Embry-Riddle degree.
PLATINUM EAGLES
$10,000 AND ABOVE
Jay (HonDoc ’08) and Leila Adams
J. Powell and Nancy Brown
Joseph D’Amico
Guy Damore
De Rhoads Dolan
Eric Doten and Lynne Hunt Doten
Linda Downs
Charles and Elizabeth Duva
Estate of Maurice F. and Dorothy D. Taylor
Herbert and Nancy Fehlinger
James Fiala
Rudy and Lucille Frasca
Albert and Toni Helfrick
Jim (HonDoc ’13) and Carole Henderson
Jack and Patricia Hilgenberg
The Estate of Constance D. Hunter
John and Maurie Johnson
Pamela and Gale Jose
C. Jeffrey (’80, DB) and Katherine Knittel
Joseph (’74, DB) and Catherine Martin
Dixie O’Connor
David and Karen O’Malley
Helene Roberson
David and Andrea Robertson
S. Harry (HonDoc ’72) and Linda Robertson
Robert Rockett
Jean and Genevieve Rosanvallon
Zane (’91, DB) and Allyson Rowe
Greg and Barbara Smith
Nick and Joan Spiroff
Thomas* and Barbara Staed
Ronald Stevens
Christopher and Nicole (’87, DB) Stott
Estate of Maurice F. and Dorothy D. Taylor
John and Lynne Thelan
Steven (HonDoc ’98) and Christine Udvar-Hazy
Estate of Charles V. Vouaux

SILVER EAGLES
$2,500 TO $4,999
Patricia and Edward Amtzen
Frank (’87, WW) and Deborah Ayers
Steven and Brenda Bobinsky
John and Donna Brittingham
Matthew (’01, ’09, WW) and Athalia Callander
Matthew Chapman
Sheryl Cook
Robert and Jennifer Crouch
Rodney and Anita Cruise
Teresa Delafosse
Leonard Durrance
Bradley and Leigh Giles
Nathan and Hanna Glattstein
Lori and Rodd Gould
Rick Grissom
Thomas Hilburn
Karen and James Holbrook
Jack and Beth Holcomb
Daniel (’04, WW) and Margaret Johnson
Raymond and Lynn Johnson
Elizabeth Jones
Adam and Melissa Kearney
James and Marion Lee
Leon Noe
David Rider
Christine and Louis (H ’07, DB) Seno
Scott and Cindy Shappell
Thomas and Doris Sieland
Antoinette and David Slick
Steven (HonDoc ’06) and Nancy Siwa!

BRONZE EAGLES
$500 TO $2,499
Tom Ackley
Carol and Bob Allen
Susan and Charles Allen
Sharon and Kenny Amick
John Amore (’73, DB)
James Avila
Donald and Jennifer Bailey
Matthew Banker
Barbara (HonDoc ’97) and Craig (HonDoc ’97) Barrett
Michael and Rebecca Becker
Alan and Davida Bender
Mary Best Lamalie
Robert Bittner
Charles and Mary Blaich
Rex and Barbara Blake
Mitchell Boehle
Brent and Erin Bowen
Tim and Mary Brady
Anthony Brown and Michelle Pack-Brown
J. Hyatt and Cynthia Brown
R. Scott Burn
Scott (’99, WW) and Catherine Burgess
Arlo Chan
Jeffrey and Joan Cleary
Sydney Cohen
Charles and Barbara Coleman
Robert and Bobbi Coleman
Fred Cone
James and Beverly Cone
Milton and Charlene Cone
Bruce and Carol Conway
Victor and Betsy Crescento
Kathleen Crotty and Laurence Bartlett
Michael* and Kristen Crotty
James and Cheryl (’96, DB) Cunningham
Patrick Currier
Lisa and Matthew Davids
Jeffrey and Gail Davis
Melinda Dawson
Archie and Janna Dickey
Barbara and Earl Dryden
Kenneth (’85, ’89, WW) and Antoinette Dufour
Brian and Maureen DuJardin
Matthew and Antoinette Earnhardt
Maxine Ference
John and Kelly Ferguson
Barbara Fidel Adams and James Adams
David Fletcher
Alan Florez
Tonia Fortner
Sharlene and Howard (’78, DB) Fox
Larry and Andrea Frank
Patricia and Art Frerichs
Mark and Kathy Friend
Christopher Gallagher
Joslynn Gallop
Doretta and Lewis Gasorek
Leigh and Bradley Giles
Albert and Doreen Gillespy
Mark and Jill Gillespy
Harold Goodemote
William and Anne Grams
Steven and Jennifer Gray
Larry (’87, PC) and Debra Gregg
Glenn (’81, ’90, DB) Greiner and Paulita Kundid
Kim and Mike Haddow
Gary Hager
David and Teresa Hall
Stephen Hall
Steven (’78, DB) and Denise Hampton
William Hampton (’98, ’00, DB)
Melanie and George Hanns
Kevin and Maria Hayworth
Chad Hazen
Richard and Mary Heist
Deborah Henderson
Michael Hickey
Christopher Higgs
Benno Hoffmann
Charles (’86, DB; ’11, WW) and Melissa Horning
Jim Howard
John and Barbara Hoy
Leonard and Linda Hubbard
Conrad and Carol Jacobson
John and Judith Jenkins
Rufus Johnson
J. Lester and Elan Kaney
Mike and Marjan Kargar
Cheryl Keemar
Michael and Mary Kenny
Ronald and Valerie Keys
Jerry and Kilian Kidrick
Jesse King and Tanya Wise King
James Kolbe and Hector Alfonso
Johnelle Korieth
John Ledgerwood and Eileen Jackson
Arthur and Christine Lichte
Hong and Shirley Liu
Sandra and Robert Lloyd
Lowell and Nancy Lohman
Nickolas and Sue Macchiarella
Ronald and Tracy Madler
Reda and Amy Mankbi
Myron McClure
Daniel and Hae McCune
Linda and William McMunn
Kevin and Lisa Merrigan
Michael and Kathryn Milthorpe
Maj and Freshteh Mirrirmori
Katherine Moram (’96, ’97, WW)
Ryan and Rachel Mosher
Jill Muckenthaler
William and Trish Muldoon
William Multhauf

GOLD EAGLES
$5,000 TO $9,999
Robert and Anne Baker
Estate of Roland Charlebois
Bernadine Douglas
Jeffrey and Nancy Ducommun
Gretchen Harper

CAMPUS LEGEND | MC Miami Campus (pre-1965) | DB Daytona Beach, Fl. | PC Prescott, Ariz. | WW Worldwide Campus
Frank R. Kimmel and Lisa Kimmel
Michael and Catherine Kempter
John and Carol Keown
John and Lisa Keown
Barbara and Victor Kharbanda
Eugene Kimmel
Harry Kim
John Kim
Mark and Leslie King
Peter ('88, '90, '94, '03 DB) and Amanda King
Raj and Shobha Kishore
Jeff and Linda Kistner
Katherine ('98, DB) and George Knott
A. Richard Knox
Robert and Karen Knox
William Knox
Terry and Constance Knoll
Nancy ('00, '04, Wo) and Robert Knight
Price and Robin Knowles
Vincent and Gail Knutson
Marian and John Kostro
William and Susan Kougios
Mariana and Thomas Koutras
Robert and Renee Kouri
Charles and Lois Kruger
Pamela ('04, WW) and Robert Krueger
Bob and Mary Kay Knox
Mary Kay Krag
Robert and Randy Krug
Gustav and Susan Kruel
Gail and Robert Kurtz
Teresa ('93, '96, DB) and Charles Kurtz
Evelyn and Larry Kurz
Robert and Therese Kurz-Kew"
FRIENDS, BOARD MEMBERS, STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

Jeffrey Bradford
Paul and Lisa Bradley
Amy Bradshaw Hoppock
Stephen Brahms
Kimberly Brantley ('03, DB)
Christopher and Cylinda Bray
Kathleen and Bobby Brazell
Leonard ('97, '99, DB) and Mary Brazis
Danna Breeden
Thomas and Sue Breuner
Anthony Brickhouse (01, '02, DB)
John Brier
Thomas and Mary Brightbill
Nick and Maureen Brixius
John and Sheree Brodak
Quentin and Patricia Broeren
Jordan Bronshein
Daniel Brooks
Joseph and Kristin Brost
Terri Brotz
Mona Brownen
Anne and Richard Brown
Casey and Craig Brown
Corey Brown
Jeff and Heather Brown
Jessica Brown
Joni and Harold Brown
R. Thomas and Julie Browning
Thomas and Nancy Brunk
Richard and Marjorie Bryant
Dana Bryson
Ann Buerger
James and Patricia Bumbaugh
Richard and Lynn Bunnell
Theodore Burdacki
Kimberly and Rod Burgess
Deborah ('93, '96, DB) and Dean Burke
Patricia Burke
John and Kay Burniston
Sandra Burnis
Blake and Lori Bur
Susan Burts
Catherine and Stanley Bury
Julie Butcher
Norma Butler (03, WW)
Peggy and David Butler
Joseph Bybee
Wendy and Jason Byrd
Brenda Byrne
Laura and John Caccavale
Miguel Calderon
John and Michele Caldwell
David and Florence Camacho
Manuel Camacho
Kathleen ('09, WW) and Frank Campanaro
Erika and Gregory Campbell
Marc Campbell
Michael and Angela Canestrari
Christopher Cannon
Arnold Cantor
Fred and Christine Cappillino
Anthony and Angela Cardillo
Brian Carhie ('96, '12, DB)
Keith and Mary Carlson
Marge and Robert Carlton
Marie-Jose Caro ('84, DB)
Joseph and Sandra Carosi
Richard Carpenetti
Ricardo Carreras
Christopher ('13, DB) and Tori Carta
Michelle Carter-Scott and Edgar Scott
Lisa Carter-White
Shannon Cartwright
Linda Casamento
David Casavant
Anne Marie Casey
Clayton Cassella
Robert and Gloria Castellaw
Rosemary Castillo
Alexander Cauler
Michael Cavaliere
James and Pamela Cavanaugh
Alan and Zoe Cesar
Kim Chambers
Morales and Kenneth Chan
Debra Chapple
Kristina and Darrell Charbeneau
Barbara Chearney
Marjorie Cheatey
Hongyun Chen
LeeAnn Chen-Jones and Philip Jones
Yoon Choi
Maritza and Leon Cholakis
Donald and Adrienne Chong
Praveen Chowdary
John Christian ('13, DB)
Michael Chronister
Robert and Terry Cieslak
Linda and Robert Cimikowski
Nicholas and Liela Cinquno
Kathleen and Michael Citro
Nathan ('08, DB) and Shannon Clapper
Richard and Marilyn Clark
Brian and Ellen Clarke
Charles ('89, DB) and Terri Clarke
Michael Clarke and Deborah Solosie-Clarke
Aaron Clevenger
Charles Cloninger
Crystal Cobb
Patricia ('00, WW) and Richard Cody
Dale and Phyllis Coffey
Julie and Barry ('80, DB) Cohen
Barbara and Christopher Coleman
Sandra and Scott Coleman
Terry and Barbara Collins
Mary Colosimo and David Hartmaz
Buddy Cook
James and Alison Cook
Stephen and Laurie Cook
Pam Cooper
Kenneth and Lisa Corbin
Dawn Cords
Lyndse Costabile
Fredrick and Linda Costello
Lynn and Russell Cox
William ('85, WW) and Paula Coyne
David and Nancy Craft
William Craig
Jennifer and Jeremy Craig
Ayanna Crear
Sandra Creger
Rosa Criado and Bryce Quidor
Antonio and Nancy Crincol
Yechiel and Lea Crispin
Martine Criswell
Richard and Debra Crocker
Carol Crosby
Patricia and Robert Crosby
David ('97, '98, '00, WW) and Leslie Cross
Lee and Patricia Culler
Kathryn and Jim Cunningham
Howard and Mary Curtis
Tamilla Curtis ('01, DB)
Namnwa Dala
Terry and Andrew Davis
Linda and Kevin Dammer
Peter and Laura Danielsen
Thomas and Sherry Dargan
Meachelle Darley ('99, DB)
Randy and Mary Darrow
L. Kent and Jeanne Dastropolis
Owen Davidson
Trinidad ('06, DB) and James Davidson
Beverly and Daniel Davis
Brian Davis and Virginia MacGowan
Sara and Joshua Davies
Theresa Davis
James Day
Helena DeFina
Raymond and Lori DeOcampo
Amy and Robert Deahl
Keith ('05, '12, DB) and Kristin Deaton
W. Edward and Ruth Deaton
Thomas and Leann Debruyne
Jacqueline Deconinck
Mary Jane Deighan
Eugene and Collen Delarosa
Paula and Francis DeLuca
Chris Demopoulos
John Denigris
William Denman
Faith and Richard DesLauriers
Joanne Detore
Loresa Dever
Alberto and Valentina Devoto
Ruth and David Dewkett
John and Louise Dianio
Arthur and Joyce Diekmann
Vera Dillon
Frances and Anthony Dinapoli
Marzano
Christopher Dolly (05, PC)
Adrienne Dominello
Mario and Inge Dominis
Stephen Donelson
John and Elizabeth Donnenwirth
Bryan Dougherty
Daryl and Sheri Douglas
Diane and John Dowhy
Catherine and Michael Downes
Judy and Antonino ('98, '07, '13, WW) Drago
Dan Drake
Sergey and Irina Drakunov
Kathy and Bruce Dreher
Diane Druss
David Duffield
Robert and Lisa-Jo Dunham
Marvin and Ruth Dunlap
Steven ('95, DB) and Lisbeth Durbin
Douglas Duvall
Michael and Arlene Dzura
James and Mailyn Early
Susan Eaton
Samantha Eckland
Frank and Sally Eddy
Sally Effner
Philip and Carol Ehlinger
Suzanne Eichler
Frank Eichstadt
John and Vicky Ekaterinari
Michael and Lynne Elder
James and Georgine Elliott
Crystal and John Ellis
William and Alison ('99, DB) Ellis
Douglas and Bonnie Engberg
Eric and Teri Engberg
Peter and Susan ('10, DB)
Erdman
William and Betty Erhart
Anthony ('94, '08, WW) and
Venus Esposito
David Esser ('81, '84, '87, '89, DB)
Deceased

Carson Gedeus
Keith (’83, DB) and Linda Garfield
Eva Garcia
Milton and Cheryl Ganison
Margaret Gallant
James and Judith Gallagher
Lawrence and Michelle Galbreath
Richard and Susan Gaines
Brenda Gaillard
Michael and Nancy Fulton
Joseph Fuller
Markus and Zana Etter
Joanne Evanoff
Michael and Monica Fabian
James and Joyce Fagan
Carla Fair-Wright
William and Dena Fancher
Julia Fanok
Devin Farrow
Joseph and Jeanette Faulkner
Jeffrey and Lori Feasel
Shirley Fedorovich
Coralyn Feeney
Nathan Feeser
Richard and Gloria Felton
Ray and Judy Ferguson
Melissa and Robert (’78, DB) Fernandez
Jeffrey (97, DB) and Stacy Fener
Robert Fieg (’93, WW)
Thomas and Milena Field
Betsy Figueroa
Brandon and Melissa Fischer
Gretchen Flint
Adam Flowers (’11, DB)
Debbie and David Flowers
Doreen and Brian Floyd
Santo Formica
Truett Forrest
Wilma and Johnnie Forster
Janine and Mchana Foster
Jamiie Foster-Wolcott
Andrew and Cynthia Fraher
Richard and Cynthia Fralick
Robert and Evelyn Francis
Maria Franco
Jaroslav Frano
Cynthia and Anthony Fredo
Brittnee Freeman
David (’13, DB; ’00, ’09, WW) and Amanda (’06, ’10, WW) Freiwald
Donna and Paul Fremont
Daniel and Diana Friedenzohn
Johnny Frith
Aimee and Mark Fritz
Teresa and George Frugoli
Mark and Jane (’12, WW) Fugler
Joseph Fuller
Michael and Nancy Fulton
Brenda Gaillard
Richard and Susan Gaines
Lawrence and Michelle Galbreath
James and Judith Gallagher
Margaret Gallant
Sathyanga Gandhariharan and Manjula (’96, ’11, DB) Sathyannarayan
Milton and Cheryl Ganison
Eva Garcia
Keith (’83, DB) and Linda Garfield
Carson Gedeus
Gary and Sheryl Gee
Linda and William Geiger
Michael (’11, WW) and Lorraine Geiger
Takele Gelan
James and Cathy Gelo
Iacopo Gentilini
Janet Gerber
Donna (’03, ’08, DB) and James Giambra
Walter Gibbs
Richard and Rita Gibson
Paul Gill
Stacey Gill
Mary Gilman
Jaclyn Gilmour
David and Marcia Gitelman
Linda Gigant
Tom Gladding
Guy and Sherryl Glassford
Diane Glenn
David and Paula Gluch
Ebenzer Gnanamani
August and Patricia Ghodes
Vincent and Reva (’09, WW) Gohns
Jayendra Gokhale and Rashmi Gupta
Allan Gold
Eri and Brian Goldsberry
Glen and Maria Gollnick
Vladimir Golubev
Luis Gonzalez
Rosena Goodin
Mary Jane Goodwin
Douglas (’89, DB; ’07, ’10, WW) and Karen Gordon
Cleo Gore
Javad Gorjidoz
Mary Gorman
Edward and Sandra Goss
Scott and Katherine Grabham
Brent Graham
Christopher and Cynthia Grant
Daniel Greene
Ryan and Emily Greening
David and Lori Gregson
Margaret and Douglas (’84, WW) Greving
Vickie Griffin
John and Sonja Griffith
Leonard Griffith
Randy (’77, ’81, ’84, DB) and Sheila Griffin
Rebecca and William Griffith
Wendy and Jerry Griffith
William and Nancy Gruber
Snoer (’91, ’94, DB) and Linda Gudmunsson
Natividad Guevara
Melanie Gugliuzza
Karen and Michael Guido
Thomas and Jolene Guinn
Aissa Gulbransd
Tej and Sanjokta Gupta
Linda Gutierrez
Gary Gutkowski
Bogdan and Jolanta Gutowski
Kimberly Guy
Vtaly (’00, DB) and Ekaterina Guzha
Hamilton and Rahna Hagar
Luz (’12, DB) and Anthony Hall
Michael Hallahan
Michael and Amy Hallinan
Barbara Hamilton
Daniel Hammmes (’11, WW)
James and Sabine Hanamean
Tammy Hane
Sherrie Hanna
Brenda and Kenton Hansen
John (’10, PC) and Kelly Hanson
Paul and Gail Hanson
John Happood
Robert and Julie Harari
Les and Susan Hardie
Scott Harkins
Edward and Patricia Harley
Philip and Marilyn Harman
Shaun and Rebecca Harney
Brenda Harrelson
Diane and Carl Harrington
Kelley Harrison
Douglas and Lisa Harsh
Robert and Heidi Harsha
Lawrence and Candace Hart
Leo Hart
Leanne and Gary Harworth
Robert and Meegan Haslam
Yazed Hassouneh
Bradford and Patricia Hatch
Brandon Hatch
Sara Heffelfinger (’01, PC)
Jack and Debbie Haun
Antony (’02, DB) and Amy Haworth
Lee and Mary Hays
Marc Hazen
Cathy Hearn
Merrie Heath
John Hein
Kevin Hein and M. Patricia Jacobs Hein
Charles and Theresa Heinemann
Natalie and Mark Heinzroth
James and Donna Helbling
Anthony and Rowena Hemingway
Martha Hemrick
Thomas Henkel (’04, WW)
Kathleen and John Hennessy
George Herbst
David and Maureen Hernandez
Edwin* and Cea Hicks
Julia Hickson
Kathleen and John Hidalgo
Elizabeth Higgins Frost
Sandi Higgs
Kathy and George Hill
Stacy Hill
Joel and Debra Hiller
Jennifer Hinebaugh (’02, WW)
and Michael Mulrooney
James and Stepheny Hinel
Lynn Hines
Laura and Joel Hinojosa
Samantha Hirth
Helena Hitzeman
Allen Hodges
Louvina Hodges
Gabrielle Hoekstra
John and Suzanne Hoekstra
Sincere Hogan
Josephine and William (’81, DB) Holbert
Corky and David Holley
James Holley
Valerie Holmes (’10, ’13, PC)
Cinda Holosombach-Ebner and Andreas Ebner
Dianne Holt (’06, ’10, DB)
Vance Holter
Donald Holton
Gladyr Holton
Andrea and Scott Hooper
Peter and Cynthia Hopfe
Deborah Housley
Diane Howard
Michael and Eileen Howard
Cass and Mary Howell
Richard Hoyt
William Hoyt
Janet Hudson
Karen and Gerald Hudson
Roger and Laura Hughes
Silvia Hughes
Donald (’87, DB) and Susan Hunt
Doretha and Selwyn Hunt
Gregory and Donna Hunt
Richard and Rachel Hunt
Donna and Brian Hunter
Linda Hurk
Jonathan and Mary Husni
Andrew and Karen Hutto
Debra Iglay
Andy IrazBorn Villanueva
David Ison (’03, WW)
Prim Ivan
Linda Ivey
Camille Jackson

This is your time.
Make a difference.

*Deceased
Sally Jackson
Elliott and Carol Jacobs
Kelli Jacobs
Amanda Jacobsen
James and Mary Jo Jacobson
Loren and Mavis Jacobson
Curtis and Elaine James
Matthew and Barbara Janowicz
Joann and Arthur Jansen
Harry and Helen Jennings
Jane Jennings
Barbette Jensen ('99, DB) and Michael Burd
Thorman Jerry
Meredit and James Jilothy
Joan and Lloyd Jiminez
Jerry Johnson
Brent Johnson
Leroy and Sara Johnson
Michael and Elizabeth Johnson
Randolph and Mary Johnson
Rene and Marty Johnson
Rosemary Johnson
Michael and Roslyn Jones
Darrell and Elizabeth Jones
Katherine Jones
Stacie Jones
Victoria Jones
Rebecca Jose
Robert and Kayren Jost
Patricia Kabus ('09, WW)
Kenneth and Lorraine Kaczor
Patrick Kadmas
Stephen and Irena Kahne
Wendi and Michael Kappers
Henry and Donna Karolus
William and Lorraine Karolus
Kirsten Kasper
Corey Kaster
Laurie and Brian Katan
Richard and Beth Kearney
Chad and Jennifer Keller
Mary Kelley
Betsy Kelly
Lawrence and Joan Kelly
Denean Kelson
Robert and Pamela Kemerait
Ahmed Kenaiou
Alan Kenson
Raymond and Mary Lou Kenzik
Susie Keough
Jane Khayer
John Khayata ('89, WW)
William and Tracy Kielie
Valerie Kielmovitch
Joachim and Rebecca Kiesel
Kirk and Kristy Killingsworth
Daewon Kim ('04, '06, DB) and Sunyoung Baek
Timothy King and Andrea Shea-King
Linda Kinsella
Valerie ('10, WW) and Jared ('10, WW) Kisseloff
Eileen and James Klein
Curt Kline
Edward and Victoria Knab
Steven Knabe
Alan and Laura Koehler
Steven and Anne Koehler
Linda and Michael Kollar
Lisa ('97, '09, DB) and Matthew ('99, DB, '07, WW) Kollar
Chris and Ashley Koontz
Allan and Lisa Kopczynski
Mary Kopley
Lisa Kopp
Andrew and Lucyna Kornecki
Charles and Dorothy Kostecan
Nilesh Kothari
John Koury
Daniel Kowalski
William and June Kraft
George and Anna Krakowski
John and Laura Kraus
Jason Kring
Joseph Kristle and Laura Labno
Paula and Robert Kropp
William and Dorothy Kuhlman
Patricia Kulie
Leah Kunzer
Christie Kuszk
Daryl and Sallie LaBello
Jay and Julia Lacy
James ('67, DB) and Virginia Ladesic
Susan and Peter Laing
Maria Lamagna Reiter and Robert Reiter ('95, WW)
Christopher and Tracy Lambert
Eileen Landsis-Groom and Richard Groom
Robert Lang
Juliet Langer
Jason Langston and Sharleen Jenniges
David and Lisa Lanning
Brian and Blaine Lansberry
Linda and William Larkin
Alan and Margaret Larsen
Jeanette and Mark Larsen
Pamela Larson
Jonathan Lathbury
Mark and Donna Lathrope
Jonathan Latim
Kelly ('10, WW) and Mark Laubach
Vicki and Robert Lauanders
Lisa Laurie
Sherry and Robert Laursen
Martin ('06, WW) and Gina Laueth
Joseph and Lori Lawrence
Nancy Lawrence
Peter and Michelle Lawrence
Pamela and Robert Layton
William and Kathleen Lazarus
Helen Le Donne
Lorrie Leighand
Richard and Linda Lecates
Bonnie Lee
John Lee
Kijisa Lee
Jean Leech
Robert Leinhauser
William Leithiser
L. Gale Lement and Carl and Cheryl Lentz
Michele Lentz
Glen and Lisa Leo
Janet and Tim Leonard
Diane and Kenneth LeSage
Jen and Chris Lesshaft
Wade ('01, WW) and Debbi Lester
Orlin and Margarita Letchev
Shirl Leverett
Suzanne Levine
Steven and Nora Lew
Timothy Lewis
Toni Lewis
Wesley and Sarah Lewis
James and Joyce Libbey
Thomas Lilly
Jeanette Linahan
Randi and George Lindsey
Richard and Katherine Lintz
Benjy Little
Cynthia Little
Jianhua Liu
Melissa Liu
Zhuangren Liu and Li Ding
Olivia ('00, WW) and Maurice Lloyd
Janis Lochner
Mary Lockwald
LeeAnne Loftfield and Mark Polan
Doug Logan
Steven and Mary Logan
Gerard Lombardo
Carolyn Lopez
Golden Lopez
Maria Lopez ('12, DB)
Stacy and Rolando Lopez
Christine Loughney
Cheryle Love
James Lowery and Wanda Swan
Mitchell and Carrie Lucas
Andrei and Maria Ludu
Jacob and Elizabeth Ludwig
Andrea Luethi ('07, '10, DB)
Lynette Luff and Frank Caiola
Kurt and Gina Lund
Dan and Victoria Lupin
David Lydon
Christine and Douglas Lynch
Benjamin Lyons
Ken Lyons ('01, DB)
Anastasio and Garyfallia Lynnitz
Dale and Ella Macfiggen
John and Janet Maddon
Richard and Mary Ann Madden
Barbara Mahoney
Christopher Maier
Ernesto Majano and Juana Ramos-Majano
James Malis ('97, '12, DB; '82, WW)
Robyn Malloy
Julia Maloney
Marie Malzahn
Olena Manakina
Nicholas and Mary Manderfield
Kevin and Pamela Mannix
John and Pricilla Markham
John ('96, PC) and Lori Markham
Kathy ('09, '12, WW) and Scott ('09, '12, WW) Markwith
Craig and Debra Marlowe
Janet and Michael Marranne
Dana Marnell
Dan and Asami Maronde
Joe de Jesus and Silvia Marquez
Barbara and Carl Martens
Douglas and Michelle Martin
Jeffrey Martindale
David Martinez
Patricia Martinez
Diana Martinez-Bleth
Teresa Martini
David Massey
Steven Master
Anne and Frank Masters
Michael and Deborah Masters
Chester and Frances Masztak
Robert and Sharay Materna
Rani and Nancy Mathura
Joseph and Kelly Matissek
Mark Matovina
Keith Mattingly
Michael and Joyce Mattingly
Ronald and Rochelle Mau
Theresa ('05, WW) and Edward Mau
Bob May
Timothy Maye
Stephanie and William Mayfield
Timothy Mayotte
Rashmi Mazzarella
Susan Mc Cartney
**The day I found out I received a scholarship, I went into the financial aid office not knowing whether I’d attend another semester or not. I am eternally grateful for your kindness and your involvement in the promotion of success in the lives of college students.**

- Ashley Weidman, recipient of the Raynald Bedard Scholarship
John (‘90, ‘92, DB) and Ann
Karen and Doug Phelps
Tiffany Phagan
Ronni Pfeiffer
David and Barbara Pezze
Polly Peyer and Brian Grady
Pamela and Frank Petrone
Vincent and Karin Petrocelli
Johanna Petrocelli
Richard and Barbara Peterson
Jessica Peters
Amy Peters
Christina Recascino
Catalina Recalde Morillo
Kathleen Quinto
Don (‘95, ‘97, WW) and Kathryn
Richard and Peggy Roach
David Roach (‘13, DB)
John Robbins (‘08, DB)
Don (‘95, ‘97, WW) and Kathryn
Robbins
Robin Roberts
Owen Robertson
Beth Robbins
Carole Rocco
Frank and Ann Rocco
KC and Darellyn Rock
Jeffrey Rodawald
James and Amy Roddye
Stephen Roehr
Dianne Rogers
Viriginie and Bertrand Rollin
John (‘73, DB) and Uta Rollins
John and Amy Romey
Mariangel Rondon Carrero
Michael and Sibylle Rosamond
Jerome Rosen
Michael and Carrie Rosolino
Patrick (‘97, ‘98, WW) Ross and
Janet (‘98, WW) Cosman-Ross
Jerry Roteman
Martin and Iris Roth
Suzie and Tony Roth
Peter (‘89, DB) and Donna
Rounseville
Gary and Joyce Rowland
Kendall and David (‘89, PC) Roy
Betty Royer
Stephanie and Joshua Rozboril
W. David and J. Wanda Rummel
Gary Runn
Crystal and Michael Runyan
Tom and Cathey Rusing
Amanda Russell
Susan Russell
John Rust
Sandra and Vincent Saar
Marie Saccente
Dale and Suzanne Sackett
Phyllis Salmons (‘84, ‘01, DB)
Steven Samples
Lawrence and Joy Sampson
Frederick Sanchez
Annette Sanders
Jeff Sanders
Ryan Sanders
Stanley Sandmark
Kenneth and Ella Sanford
Debra and Frank Santiago
Linda and Jeffrey Sargent
Kathleen Scanlon
Michael and Michelle Scanlon
Cynthia Schmidt
Henry Schmar
Charles and Mary Schneider
Leticia and Leonard (‘81, ‘85,
WW) Schoelkopf
Mark and Kim Scholting
Kathleen Schrok
James (‘04, WW) and Marian
Schultz
Kim and Kevin Schultz
Edward and Marcia Schuster
Kenneth and Robin Scott
Edward and Virginia Seaver
Judy Segner
Sarah Seidensticker and Douglas
Dinsmore
Jose and Lois Sejo
Laura Sekula
Gayle and William Sellers
Vannary Seng
Mark and Laura Sensmeier
Dongneun Seo and Jiwon Kim
Elizabeth and Arthur Serapin
Conrad (‘62, MC) and Marcia
Shad
Christopher Shakal
Christopher Shannon
Matthew Sharp
Jack and Esther Shattuck
Heidi and Gregory Shaw
Tracy (‘13, ‘14, WW) and John
Shaw
James (‘12, DB) and Jess
Sherman
Martin and Cheryl Shinko
Theresa Shippen and Eric
Laehumber
Lisa and Gary Shore
Rick and Theresa Shroads
John and Judy Sibilla
Tariq (‘03, ‘04, ‘08, WW) and Tayra
Siddiqui
Jeffrey Sidwell
Karen Sieber
Kent and Kelly Sillman
Lorena Simpson
Alana (‘03, ‘08, WW) and William
Sims
Suzanne Sincavage
Mary and Nancy Sinclair
Steven and Diane Sireci
Gulamabus and Nargis Sivjee
Michael Skupny
Bruce Slack (‘99, ‘02, ‘03, WW)
Teni and Dennis Slater
Lester Slifkin
Jeffrey Slott
Alison Smalling (‘96, ‘98, DB)
Abel Smith (‘12, PC)
Ashley and Justin Smith
Beth and Bill Smith
Cletus and Diana Smith
Colleen Smith
Darrel and Debbie Smith
Don Smith
James and Patricia Smith
Kelly Smith
Marvin and Connie Smith
Mary and Kevin Smith
Raymond and Lisa Smith
Dominique Smollen
Stanley and Patricia Smolucha
Alicia and Stephen (‘95, DB; ‘13,
WW) Smyth
Connie Smyth
Gregory and Marjorie Snell
Jonathan and Maggie Snively
Richard and Trai Snodgrass
Timothy Snow
Janice (‘98, WW) and Cyrus
Snyder
Robin Sobotta (‘84, WW) and
Thomas Roush (‘06, ‘08, WW)
Amilcar and Lesbia Solorzano
Roger Sonnenfeld (‘86, DB)
Alan Sowell
Patrick Spanferler (‘11, DB)
Leslie Speck
Barbara Springs
Michael Sroka and Mary Wallace
Teresa Stamm
Richard and Amy Stansbury
Richard and Julie Stamer
Kenneth and Jennifer Staton
Charles and Melanie Stegall
Michael and Laura Stegall
Katherine Steinbrueck
Scott Stemman
Brooks Stephan
Elizabeth and George Sterthaus
Darrell (09, DB) and Hilary (08, ‘11, DB) Stevens
Delbert and Kimberly Stevenson
Hinshaw
Peter and Victoria Stewart
Todd and Amy Stewman
Jesse Stigliani
Roderic and Leslie Stipe
Anne Stokes
Angela Primavere (11, WW)
Melissa and Ron Stokke
Alan (95, WW) and Julie Stolzer
Stephanie and Dwain Stone
Suzi Straffon
Ira and Laura Strauss
Stacy (88, WW) and Brigitte Strickland
James Sticklin
William and Karen Strohmeyer
Martha Strub
Linda Stuart
Kathy Styer
Jane Sunday
Joseph and Geraldine Sundermier
Joan Sussman
Rose Sverdrup
Dale and Marjorie Swanson
Victor Sweeney (06, ’07, ’09, ’10, WW)
David Sypeck
Kimberly Szathmary (96, WW)
Thomas (77, DB) and Nancy Tacker
Ali Tamijadi
Stephen and Judith Tech
William (82, ’89, ’05, WW) and Diane Teeple
Robert (05, WW) and Prakob Terhardt
Jared Testa (01, PC)
Pradeep and Urvashi Thaker
Fay Theos
David Therneau
Holly and Thomas Thomas
Mary and Gary Thomas
Romeo and Florence Thomas
Sarah Thomas
Sean and Christine Thomas
Cleatus Thomason
Bruce and Margaret Thompson
Daniel and Teresa Thompson
Frederick Thompson
Jack (05, WW) and Mary Thompson
Raymond and Dianne (81, DB) Thompson
Kathleen Thoreson
Michael and Mary Thresher
Jennifer Thropp
Mary and Peter Throumoulos
David Thurlow
Gordon and Valerie Tibbetts
Alan and Ardith Timmons
John and Jennifer Tinsman
John and Loretta Tolland
Faith Torres (12, WW)
Felix Torres
Massood Towhidnejad and Khandan Molavi
Gene and Diane Townsend
Nancy Tran-Horne
Mark and Sheri Trevenna
George and Barbara Triandafils
William and Paula Trivet
Dorothy Truax
Daniel and Jill Trucic
Ryan Turner
Rachel Tuttle
Robert Tyle
Robert Tyler
Bogdan Udrea
Anda Udris
Lynette Unger
Bhushan Upalkar
John and Sandra Upchurch
Alan and Linda Uyehara
Merujan and Patrizia Uzunyan
Eric (02, DB) and Elizabeth Vaden
Shirley Vaden
Samantha and Christian Vale
Beverly and Ronald Valente
Jean-Noel and Paula Valjeo
Linda Valois
Mary Van Buren
Bijan and Behnoosh Vasigh
Rebecca and Paul Vasquez
Jessica Vaughn
Barbara and William Venema
Kimberly Venema (11, DB)
Derek and Myra Ventrczek
Donald and Kathleen Vert
Thomas Vickers
Penny Victor
Frank and Launie Vieceli
Eric and Yvette Vink
Peter (69, DB) and Linda Vosbury
Kimberly and James Wachenheim
Joan and Fred Wackowski
John and Barbara Wade
Maureen and Brian Wade
Joanne and Mark Wagenschunr
Blaise and Carla Waguespack
Mary and Derek Wainscott
Donna and James Walden
Jeffrey Walker
John Walker
Michael and Cathy Walker
Ralph and Deborah Walker
Amy Wall
Donna Wall
Karen Wall
Matthew and Polly Wall
Frances and John Wallace
Glenn Wallace
Daniel and Susan Walsh
Dale and JoAnn Warden
Josef Warfel
Christopher and Kathleen Washington
James Washington
Patricia Watkins
John Watret and Elizabeth Mathews
Kristin Watson
Matthew and Sabine Watson
Robin Colwell (10, WW)
Brenda and William Wautlet
Mary Ann and Lester Weaver
John and Elaine Weavil
James Weber
Jo Ann Webster and Joseph Oliayos
Kelvin Webster
Chris and Amy Wedge
Jacqueline and Zachary (14, WW) Wehr
George and Lorraine Weick
Jacob Weimann
Michael and Pennie Weise
Catherine and James Weite
Marilyn and Brent Wellman
William and Cheryl Welty
Howard and Janice Wemple
Lisa Wess
Melanie West
Sharon and Alvin (76, DB)
Westerland
Michelle Whalen
Taylor Whalen
Edward and Linda Wheatley
Robert and Karen Wheatley
Kevin Wheeler
Walter (68, DB; ’05, ’13, WW) and Donna Whitacre
Darris and Melinda White
Justin and Kimberly White
Margaret and Phillip White
Randy White
Stephen and Leslie Whitmer
D. Sandra Whybourne
Robert and Monica Wiech
Robert Wikoff
Joel Wilkinson
Denise and Robert Will
Jon Willems
Janice and Michael Willette
Charlene and Robert Williams
E. David and Ellen Williams
John and Katherine Williams
Karen (00, ’04, ’09, DB) and Joe (11, ’14, DB) Williams
Robert (00, ’04, WW) and Betty Williams
Constance Willis
George and Konnie Willis
Justin Willis
Jerri and Frederick Willis
Kerwin (05, WW) and Salee Wilson
Matthew and Lisa (05, WW) Wilson
Melanie Wilson and Sheilagh Mogford
Richard Wilson and Harriet Bloom-Wilson
Kathia and Stephen Winchell
Richard and Dawn Winkelman
Mimi Winship
Kenneth (02, WW) and Sarita Witcher
Sara and Larry Withrow
Raymond Witten
Norman and Joan Wnk
Jennifer and Christopher Wojton
Gary and Windy Wolfe
Jenna and Scott Wolfe
Larry and Barbara Wolfrum
Roger and Marie Woods
Daniel (80, DB) and Margaret (97, WW) Woodward
David Woolford
Tammy Worley
Catherine and John (95, WW) Wright
Frank and Michelle Wright
Laura and William Wright
Brian and Monica Wyka
Maryellen Wynn (90, DB)
Gary and Deborah Yale
Tianyu Yang and Lifang Lu
Chantil Yglesias
Brandon and Tamara Young
Chunyan Yu and Li Yan
Cris and Barbara Zabka
Randall and Dolores Zak
Valerie and Raul (84, ’86, DB) Zambrano
Norbert and Josette Zarb
Gloria Zarefoss
Stephen and Sylvia Zeigler
Nancy Zeman
Yi Zhao and Xiaohong Wang
Vahid Zia
Julia and Hank Zirckel
Li Zou and Juemin Zhang
IN MEMORIAM DONORS

IN MEMORY OF

June Fidel
Barbara Fidel Adams and James Adams

Krystal Koch
Natalie Kreeger (99, DB)

IN MEMORY OF

James Fletcher
David Fletcher

IN MEMORY OF

Ainslie Lamalie
Mary Best Lamalie

IN MEMORY OF

James Lewis
Denise Paterno

IN MEMORY OF

BluewaterPress
Kathy Lewis

IN MEMORY OF

Gianni Manganelli
Vahid Zia

IN MEMORY OF

Marion Nicolai
Patricia and Edward Arntzen

IN MEMORY OF

Lawrence Nix
Deborah Lee Prescott

IN MEMORY OF

Patrick Owens
Harold Owens

IN MEMORY OF

Philip Smith
Holly and Thomas Thomas

IN MEMORY OF

Chandler Titus
Linda Titus (’79, DB)

IN MEMORY OF

Donald Topolinski
Timothy and Ilene Topolinski

IN MEMORY OF

Arthur Tweedie
De Rhoads Dolan

IN MEMORY OF

Lisa Wagner
Marilyn Wagner (H ’07, PC)

IN MEMORY OF

Fred Weick
Sydney Cohen
Ercoupe Owners Club
George and Lorraine Weick

Includes gifts to endowed memorial scholarships only.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board of Trustees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Mr. John Amore**  
(‘73, DB)  
Chief Executive Officer  
Global General Insurance  
Zurich Financial Services (Retired) |
| **Gen. Ronald E. Keys**  
U.S. Air Force (Retired)  
Principal  
RK Solution Enterprises  
Senior Advisor  
Bipartisan Policy Center |
| **Mr. David Robertson**  
Owner, Robertson Racing  
Director, Michigan Aerospace Foundation |
| **Mr. Kenneth Dufour**  
(‘85, ‘89, WW)  
President  
Aviation Management Consulting |
| **Mr. C. Jeffrey Knittel**  
(‘80, DB)  
President  
CIT Transportation Finance |
| **Mr. Jean G. Rosanvallon**  
President & Chief Executive Officer  
Dassault Falcon Jet |
| **Mr. Joe Henderson**  
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer  
DuvaSawko Inc. |
| **Gen. Arthur J. Lichte**  
U.S. Air Force (Retired) |
| **Mr. Zane Rowe**  
(‘91, DB)  
Former Vice President of Sales  
Apple Inc. |
| **Mr. Jim Henderson**  
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer  
AssuredPartners Inc. |
| **Mr. Joseph Martin**  
(‘74, DB)  
Office of the Chairman & Vice Chairman of the Board  
Fairchild Semiconductor International (Retired) |
| **Mr. Jon Slangerup**  
(‘81, WW)  
Chief Executive Officer  
Port of Long Beach, Calif. |
| **Mr. Harry Lamon**  
Principal  
Lamon & Sherman Consulting |
| **Dr. Charles “Chuck” Duva**  
President & Chief Executive Officer  
DuvaSawko Inc. |
| **Gen. Ronald E. Keys**  
U.S. Air Force (Retired)  
Principal  
RK Solution Enterprises  
Senior Advisor  
Bipartisan Policy Center |
| **Mr. Robert Bushey**  
President & Chief Executive Officer  
Robertson Research Group |
| **Mr. Karen Holbrook**  
Higher Education Consultant |
| **Mr. Joseph Martin**  
(‘74, DB)  
Office of the Chairman & Vice Chairman of the Board  
Fairchild Semiconductor International (Retired) |
| **Ms. Nicole Stott**  
(‘87, DB)  
Astronaut  
National Aeronautics & Space Administration |
| **Mr. Mori Hosseini**  
(HonDoc ’13; ’78, ’79, ’82, DB)  
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer  
Intervest Construction Inc. |
| **Mr. Glenn S. Ritchey**  
President & Chief Executive Officer  
Jon Hall Automotive Group |
| **Mr. Christopher Lambert**  
Senior Executive Director  
Development  
386-323-8827 |
| **Mr. Steven Bobinsky**  
Executive Director  
Development  
928-777-4210 |

**Trustees Emeriti**

| **Mr. Jay C. Adams Jr.**  
(HonDoc ’08)  
Executive Vice President  
Brown & Brown (Retired) |
| **Mr. Lawrence W. Clarkson**  
President  
Boeing Enterprises (Retired) |
| **Mr. Philip Elliott Jr.**  
(HonDoc ’04; ’72, DB)  
Attorney at Law  
Philip H. Elliott Jr., P.A. |
| **Mr. Harry Lamon**  
Principal  
Lamon & Sherman Consulting |
| **Mr. S. Harry Robertson**  
(HonDoc ’72)  
President & Chief Executive Officer  
Robertson Research Group |

Contact the Office of Development

| **Mr. Christopher Lambert**  
Senior Executive Director  
Development  
386-323-8827 |
| **Mr. Steven Bobinsky**  
Executive Director  
Development  
928-777-4210 |

Prescott Campus  
Chancellor Frank Ayers, far right, students and faculty display an airfoil from the RV-12 kit airplane donated by John and Lynne Thelan.  
See page 14 for story.
Whatever your connection to Embry-Riddle, you are part of something very special. We call it the ERA of U. This is your time to make a difference.